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A1. Taxation on Tobacco Products 

Taxation on tobacco products around the world plays an increasingly important role in the generation 

of budget revenue, and consequently, financing a variety of public policies2. In last two decades there 

is a definite tendency towards increasing the tax burden on tobacco products and especially 

cigarettes, where a leading role in this regard can be handed to the European Union (EU). Globally, 

about 50% of the price of cigarettes is a tax burden3, while in the EU, this share is on average 80% of 

the retail price of the product4. 

It this report we will focus predominantly on excise taxation on cigarettes, as this is the product that 

has 90% of the market of tobacco products worldwide5 and generates the vast majority of public 

revenues – in 2015 revenues from excise taxation on cigarettes in the EU were 90% of total revenues 

from excise taxation on tobacco products6. Within the EU the tax burden on tobacco products is 

formed by excise duties and value added tax (VAT). In this analysis we will focus on excise duties, as 

they are the special оr the distinctive tax on tobacco products and represent the highest burden – 

over 60% of retail price of cigarettes in the EU is formed by excise duties7.  

From the perspective of excise taxation on cigarettes, it is important to distinguish two separate 

concepts – excise yield, which is the absolute value of the tax burden in the price of a pack of 

cigarettes, and excise tax incidence, which is the share of all excise taxes in the price of a pack of 

cigarettes. In recent years, the focus falls almost exclusively on the nominal excise burden (excise 

yield), as it is the proper instrument for raising tobacco prices, and more precisely – the price of 

cigarettes, and also for better planning of tax revenues from the authorities. In the EU there are rules 

for both categories, and the process of “catching-up” in excise taxation for countries like Bulgaria is 

dominated exactly by the setting of relatively high goals in regards to the nominal excise yield.  

Excise taxation on tobacco products, and in particular on cigarettes, is traditionally comprised of two 

elements – a specific component, which is an excise burden with absolute value, levied on the 

quantity of tobacco/cigarettes; and an ad valorem component, also known as proportional excise, that 

is a share of the retail price and is, consequently, dependent on the price ranges and business 

strategies of the different companies. Most Western countries apply a mix of these two components, 

as the mixed structure and especially the cases of mixed structure with dominant specific excise, leads 

to highest levels of excise burden worldwide8. There is a clear tendency more countries to push for 

specific excise as this component is independent from the retail price and thus it is an easier way to 

                                                 
2 See Arthur B. Laffer, Handbook of Tobacco Taxation: Theory and Practice, The Laffer Center at the Pacific Research Institute (2014) 
3 See WHO Technical Manual on Tobacco Tax Administration, World Health Organization (2011) 
4 See Excise Duties: list of the excise duties applicable in the EU, Excise Duties Tables, European Commission (2017) 
5 See Industry Value Chain, Philip Morris International 
6 See Excise Duties: list of excise duties receipts of Member States, Excise Duties Tables, European Commission (2008-2016) 
7 See Excise Duties: Tobacco Legislation, European Commission 
8 See WHO Technical Manual on Tobacco Tax Administration, World Health Organization (2011) 

http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/44316/1/9789241563994_eng.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/excise-duties-alcohol-tobacco-energy/excise-duties-tobacco/excise-duties-cigarettes_en
https://www.pmi.com/our-business/about-us/products/industry-value-chain
https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/excise-duties-alcohol-tobacco-energy/excise-duties-tobacco/excise-duties-cigarettes_en
https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/excise-duties-alcohol-tobacco-energy/excise-duties-tobacco/excise-duties-tobacco-legislation_en
http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/44316/1/9789241563994_eng.pdf
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achieve the direct policy goals associated with excise taxation – higher prices of cigarettes and stable 

revenues for the budget. By rule, in the European Union, a mixed structure is applied, which varies 

between the countries. Policy tendencies of changing excise structures from recent years in the EU are 

mainly in the direction of increasing the role of the specific component.   

The European Union as an example is interesting, as we will also be discussing the harmonization of 

excise policy on tobacco products. Harmonization can lead to benefits from the point of view of 

uniformity in the different countries, but it can also lead to undesired negative consequences in some 

member states – as a result of quick changes in prices and affordability of legal tobacco products. In 

this aspect, the case of Bulgaria and the other new member states of the EU is quite interesting. 

A2. Theoretical Considerations 

Excise taxation of tobacco products is a policy which strives for many different goals and purposes. 

Somewhere in the foundations of this policy is, in practice, a non-economic purpose – the reduction of 

consumption of tobacco products. These types of considerations we will call “health objective”, as 

they are rooted in the belief that a given product is unhealthy, and therefore its consumption should 

be limited.  Some can view this type of policy as a punishment for a certain type of consumer 

behavior, while others – as a creation of negative stimulus that aids the restriction of unhealthy habits. 

The generation of tax revenues for the government, which is often used for different social and health-

related programs, is also a very important priority in the excise taxation of tobacco products. In this 

sense, this type of policy also has a “tax revenue objective”. As revenues from taxation of tobacco 

products play an ever-growing role in the public finances on a global scale – excise taxation on tobacco 

products in the EU generates 80-85 billion EUR of tax revenues per year9, one can safely say that the 

“tax revenue objective” now stands on equal ground with the “health objective”. 

Public policies strive to achieve both objectives, as they on one hand try to limit the consumption of 

tobacco products, and on the other try to generate more revenues for the treasury.  While trying to 

balance between these two objectives, public policies may face serious challenges, which are clearly 

seen in different cases throughout the world, including in Bulgaria. In practice, an unwise policy may 

lead to unintended negative consequences and thus undermine both objectives. 

The concept of unintended consequences, today more popular also as the law of unintended 

consequences, dates back to the time of John Locke10 (17th century) and Adam Smith11 (18th 

century). During the 20th century, the concept is popularized by American sociologist Robert K. 

Merton in his paper, The Unanticipated Consequences of Purposive Social Action12 (1936). Carried 

                                                 
9 See Excise Duties: list of excise duties receipts of Member States, Excise Duties Tables, European Commission (2008-2016) 
10 See John Locke, Some Considerations of the Consequences of the Lowering of Interest and Raising the Value of Money (1691) 
11 See Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759) & An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (1776) 
12 See Merton, The Unanticipated Consequences of Purposive Social Action, American Sociological Review (Volume 1, Issue 6, Dec 1936) 

https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/excise-duties-alcohol-tobacco-energy/excise-duties-tobacco/excise-duties-cigarettes_en
http://la.utexas.edu/users/hcleaver/368/368LockeSomeConsiderationsAlltable.pdf
http://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/smith-the-theory-of-moral-sentiments-and-on-the-origins-of-languages-stewart-ed
http://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/smith-an-inquiry-into-the-nature-and-causes-of-the-wealth-of-nations-cannan-ed-in-2-vols
https://www.romolocapuano.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/MertonUnanticipated.pdf
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over in our discussion of the taxation of tobacco products, the concept follows that good intentions on 

their own do not necessarily yield a good result. Near-sighted and not thought-out policy, even if done 

with good intention, has the potential to be catastrophic.  

In the 19th century, French economist Frédéric Bastiat in his popular work „That Which is Seen, and 

That Which is Not Seen”13 perfectly describes this phenomenon. Every policy has its visible and 

invisible (at least to the naked eye) effects and results, which sometimes transcend the boundaries of 

what was originally planned. Over-taxation of tobacco products, for example, at first glance seems like 

an easy solution to the problems of high consumption, however, it can lead to the emergence of an 

unlawful black market, which can in turn undermine and subvert the health and tax revenue 

objectives. 

Prominent economist Jagdish Bhagwati is famous for his work on the optimization of economic policy, 

bearing in mind non-economic objectives. In his work, The Generalized Theory of Distortions and 

Welfare14 (1969), Bhagwati shows that different economic instruments can be used for non-monetary 

objectives, but they all have their negative effects – in practice distorting the market. Bhagwati 

analyses different policies such as taxation on production, enforcement of high tariffs on trade, and 

taxation on consumption, and shows that with most of these policies, the negative consequences and 

post-effects are too strong. An optimal policy of lowering the consumption of a given product, 

Bhagwati shows, is taxation on consumption – that is, taxation on the actual unwanted behavior, 

which in our case means enforcing an excise on tobacco products. 

In the theory of taxation of tobacco products, the so-called "Ramsey Rule" is often used. This rule is 

aiming at minimizing over-taxation or looking at another angle – the optimal taxation of different 

goods15. In general, Ramsey's rule states that the taxation of a commodity should be inversely 

proportional to the elasticity of demand, i.e. if elasticity of demand is low, then the commodity may 

be subject to higher taxation. It is this rule that sets the framework for heavy excise taxation on 

tobacco products.  

The main question is to what extent the taxation on consumption of the goods in question will have 

an effect on the behavior of the consumers. In economic literature, the price elasticity of demand for 

tobacco products is widely discussed. The general consensus that the demand for tobacco products – 

mainly cigarettes, is relatively inelastic to price changes basically predetermines the contemporary 

policies of taxation on these products16. Low elasticity in general means that increasing the price of a 

given product by certain degree leads to more modest, if any, fall in the product's consumption. In the 

case with cigarettes for example, increasing the excise and consequently the price of cigarettes shall 

lead to more revenues for the budget – consumption may fall down, but to a lesser degree in 

comparison to the increase in price. This may also explain why the enforcement of excise duties on 

                                                 
13 See Frédéric Bastiat, That Which is Seen, and That Which is Not Seen (1850) 
14 See Jagdish Bhagwati, The Generalized Theory Of Distortions and Welfare, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (May 1969) 
15 See F. P. Ramsey, “A Contribution to the Theory of Taxation” (1927) 
16 See WHO Technical Manual on Tobacco Tax Administration, World Health Organization (2011) 

http://bastiat.org/en/twisatwins.html
https://dspace.mit.edu/bitstream/handle/1721.1/63654/generalizedtheor00bhag.pdf
https://eml.berkeley.edu/~saez/course131/Ramsey27.pdf
http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/44316/1/9789241563994_eng.pdf
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cigarettes from a policy that strives to lower consumption, more and more often, is viewed as a policy 

actually aiming to raise budget revenue – in practice, it is often the case that policymakers are mainly 

looking at the tax revenue objective and not the pure health one. 

The picture, however, changes when we are talking specifically about the elasticity of demand for legal 

cigarettes. Practical examples worldwide show that the steep rise in the prices of legal cigarettes (due 

to higher excise), almost always leads to a demand for less-expensive alternatives – most often, illegal 

tobacco products. This phenomenon not only doesn't achieve the health-related objectives - the 

consumption becomes channeled to illegal products, with a lowered or complete lack of, quality 

control, but it also seriously harms the tax revenue objectives, as budget revenues are going down17. 

Obviously, there are also many other factors that play a role here – the economic profile of the 

country (price elasticity is higher in poorer countries), the way the price is rising (is there a tax shock) 

or even the availability of illegal products (due to geographical peculiarities, institutional weaknesses, 

etc.). In the beginning, we commented on how the two objectives go hand in hand, and this example 

clearly shows that a short-sighted policy may end up consequently hurting both – by actually not 

lowering the consumption of tobacco (stimulating the rise of an illegal market) and shrinking of the tax 

revenue for the government, therefore financing and stimulating criminal behavior through profits 

from contraband.  

Prominent economist Arthur B. Laffer looks at these questions in detail in his recently-published 

Handbook of Tobacco Taxation: Theory and Practice18 (2014). In his work, Laffer comes forward with a 

complete vision for taxation on tobacco products, touching on the framework of the famous Laffer 

curve, which has for a long time been used in fiscal policy. The Laffer curve describes the connection 

between the levels of taxation and tax revenue and generally illustrates these levels of taxation, in 

which the taxes become so high that, in practice, the revenue from taxation starts to shrink. This is 

called the prohibitive range or the revenue-declining area of the curve.  

Arthur Laffer clearly shows that, if tax policy on cigarettes is not thought-out and far-sighted and the 

tax burden drifts to the prohibitive range of the curve, this can cause various negative side-effects, 

which can even transcend the revenue losses for the treasury. Illegal trade undermines the health 

objective as well, leads to a rise in organized criminal activity and provokes corruption. 

Discussion on the Price Elasticity of Demand 

The price elasticity of demand for tobacco products, and more specifically cigarettes, is a subject 

which has attracted interest for years. The elasticity of demand, in practice, can illuminate and show 

how much the consumption of a given product (in our case, cigarettes) will shrink as a result of a 

                                                 
17 See Arthur B. Laffer, Handbook of Tobacco Taxation: Theory and Practice, The Laffer Center at the Pacific Research Institute (2014) 
18 See Arthur B. Laffer, Handbook of Tobacco Taxation: Theory and Practice, The Laffer Center at the Pacific Research Institute (2014) 
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specific rise of its price19. Relatively low elasticity (between -1 and 0) means that a rise in prices of 

cigarettes will lead to a drop of lower magnitude in consumption. Contrarily, relatively high elasticity 

of demand (elasticity bellow -1) means that a rise in price will lead to a significant change in the 

behavioral patterns of the consumer and thus the drop in consumption of cigarettes will be higher 

than the change in price level.  

The debate on the price elasticity of demand of tobacco products is important, because the success of 

an excise policy is highly dependent on this sensitivity of consumption to the prices – in other words, if 

and to what extent it will achieve its health and tax objectives. Most studies20 show that the elasticity 

of demand of cigarettes is somewhere in the area of -0.3 to -0.5, which means that the rise of prices 

will lead to a lesser fall of consumption – in this case rising the price by 100% will lead to reduction of 

consumption by 30 to 50%. In other words, this theory states that one can probably raise the excise 

taxes on cigarettes (and therefore, the product's price) and still achieve both taxation objectives (more 

revenue), and health-related objectives as well (lowered consumption). Recent experience shows that 

it is exactly this framework that predetermines to a large extent the majority of excise policies on 

tobacco products around the world. 

Despite this, there are certain factors which should not be dismissed and need to be taken into 

account. First of all, for specific countries, groups of consumers and time periods, the elasticity of 

demand for cigarettes may be significantly higher. All in-depth studies show21, that there are large 

differences in the elasticity of demand by user groups and, respectively, by product price categories, 

as people with relatively lower incomes have higher elasticity of demand. This means that even in a 

market that is considered inelastic there are groups whose behavior can be greatly influenced by price 

changes. These groups are also the most risky to form a demand for cheaper substitutes, incl. illicit 

tobacco products. 

This is the case in Bulgaria, where the only known and cited research22 on the topic gives an elasticity 

of demand of -0.8, which is significantly higher that the previously quoted average figures. Also, the 

calculations show that the elasticity with the part of the population with higher incomes is -0.52 

(closer to the cited average figures), while the elasticity within the lower-income population is -1.33, 

which is defined as an elastic demand – in other words, highly dependent and sensitive to, 

fluctuations in prices. To put is in more simple terms, according to these figures, the consumption of 

cigarettes within some income brackets in society is very dependent on price.  

Another important moment in literature, pointed out by Arthur Laffer as well, is that the debate of 

elasticity of demand cannot be locked only on the legal market for cigarettes. Actually, the more 

                                                 
19 The price elasticity of demand is calculated by taking the percentage change in consumption divided by the percentage change in 
price. As these two are in reverse dependency – increase in the price leads to decrease in consumption, thus the price elasticity of 
demand has a negative value.  
20 See WHO Technical Manual on Tobacco Tax Administration, World Health Organization (2011) 
21 See Arthur B. Laffer, Handbook of Tobacco Taxation: Theory and Practice, The Laffer Center at the Pacific Research Institute (2014) 
22 See Sayginsoy, Yurekli, de Beyer, Cigarette Demand, Taxation, and the Poor. A Case Study of Bulgaria, Health, Nutrition and 
Population Discussion Papers, World Bank and World Health Organization (2002) 

http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/44316/1/9789241563994_eng.pdf
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“elastic” groups in society are very likely, with a sudden rise in prices (due to a tax shock), not just to 

lower their consumption of cigarettes, but to turn to less expensive alternatives – predominantly 

illegal cigarettes, but also cheaper, legal alternatives like fine-cut smoking tobacco. In this report we 

will show that both reactions were observed in Bulgaria after the sudden price jumps of cigarettes – a 

rise in illegal trade and an expansion of the fine-cut smoking tobacco (hand-rolled cigarettes) market, 

with very high rates of illegal sales of bulk tobacco.  

Of course, one should not overlook the long-term effects on the demand for cigarettes and cheaper 

substitutes. Not well researched (including for the case of Bulgaria) are the effects of the gradual 

normalization of the market, in other words if the negative effects are resistant or will dilute with the 

passing of years – for example, after the gradual settling in the market in the time after a significant 

tax shock. This also opens the doors to the debate about how much the negative effects are caused by 

the raised taxation and how much are caused by the rise being done too harshly and therefore coming 

as a shock to the market. These questions will be touched upon in the following research, but will, in a 

more detailed and deeper level be discussed and developed in a later paper, which will be focused 

namely on these exact processes.  

А3. An Overview of the Illegal Trade of Tobacco Products Globally 

The total value of the market of tobacco products around the world is about US $800 billion, where 

over 90% of this market is focused on cigarettes – the number of sold cigarettes is about 6 000 billion 

pieces per year23. In Bulgaria, the consumption of tobacco products is also concentrated mainly in 

cigarettes, as the total value of the market for cigarettes reaches around BGN 3 billion, with 

consumption of around 13 billion pieces per year24.  

The tax burden on cigarettes varies from 15-20% in some countries of the developing world, to over 

80% in others – mostly in the developed nations, but not only. In developed countries, the tax burden 

is surely over 50-60% of the price, with the European Union being the leader – tax burden on 

cigarettes in the EU is above 80% (including in Bulgaria). Taxation on cigarettes brings huge benefits for 

the state budgets, as public revenue in the world is in the terms of about US $390 billion, in other 

words – about half of the market value for tobacco products worldwide. 

This combination of a large-scale market and over-taxation of the products creates significant 

potential for illegal trade. The evasion of taxes, which can be over 80% of the price, gives a great 

advantage for the placement of products at a lower-than-market price and generating a huge profit, 

which is many times higher than the profit from selling them in legal trade. On a global scale, illegal 

cigarettes sold are about 482 billion pieces, which means that illegal trade in cigarettes is about 8% of 

                                                 
23 See Industry Value Chain, Philip Morris International 
24 Estimation of the market is based on Industry Value Chain, Philip Morris International. Data on consumption is from National Customs 
Agency of the Republic of Bulgaria. 

https://www.pmi.com/our-business/about-us/products/industry-value-chain
https://www.pmi.com/our-business/about-us/products/industry-value-chain
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the total legal market25. These rates and figures are similar in the context of Europe. 

There are different types of illegal trade, which can be observed on the market of tobacco products. 

We can categorize illegal cigarettes in at least three distinct groups: 

 Contraband – legally-produced cigarettes, which are imported and distributed illegally in the 

domestic market. These cigarettes may come from other countries with lower excise duties 

(therefore, lower prices) or to be “duty free” – intended for export and therefore without a 

paid excise; 

 Counterfeit – illegal cigarettes without a paid excise duty which imitate legal brands, therefore 

are misleading to the consumer; 

 Illicit whites – also illegal cigarettes, which do not have an analogue in the domestic market. 

These cigarettes have their own brands, and are intended only for illegal market. 

Of course, in certain cases, there are also unbranded cigarettes, which are produced completely 

illegally and distributed not in a classical pack, but in various quantities. Similar unbranded products 

are often found in the rolling tobacco market, where the term “bulk tobacco” can also be used – bulk 

tobacco is distributed beyond the legal selling locations, packaged in unbranded bags without tags or 

information. 

The classical definition of contraband and illegal trade is often built upon foreign trade – in other 

words, by sneaking and trafficking tobacco products across country borders. This happens in the trade 

of all types of illegal tobacco products, but it doesn't exhaust the subject. Solely domestic illegal trade 

is possible, where domestically-produced bulk tobacco is distributed on the market, and also when 

illegal cigarettes (like “illicit whites” or “duty-free” labeled packs) are produced inside the borders of 

that same country. 

The leading risks for the existence of illegal trade are obvious: 1) high taxes, which give great room for 

profit from illegal trade; 2) low income and thus affordability issues for the consumers, which create a 

demand for less-expensive alternatives; 3) the existence of raw tobacco and factories, which can 

potentially allow for domestic players to operate on the illegal market; 4) weak institutions and 

corruption at the higher levels of the government, which sets the right conditions for the rise of 

organized criminal groups; 5) neighboring markets with less-expensive cigarettes and the existence of 

illegal traffic routes. 

These factors work in different combinations and configurations, but in general increase the risk of 

illegal trade. In Bulgaria, all of these factors are present, which explains the interest towards illegal 

tobacco trade in the country. The fact that Bulgaria is an external border of the EU makes the country 

also important from the European perspective – within the single market there is a natural incentive 

for the excise goods to move from poorer to richer countries.   

                                                 
25 See Industry Value Chain, Philip Morris International 

https://www.pmi.com/our-business/about-us/products/industry-value-chain
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A4. Measuring Illegal Trade 

Research on the illegal trade of tobacco products around the world is almost entirely focused on 

cigarettes – within the context of the EU, they hold over 90% of the market and are responsible for 

over 90% of the budget revenues from tobacco products. Although control institutions are responsible 

for all products – including rolling tobacco and even water-pipes (narghile), consistent and long-term 

research on the tendencies in illegal tobacco trade is made exclusively for traditional cigarettes. 

Evaluations for the illegal trade can be made with a variety of different methods. For example, one can 

use data for the global trade, which will show and illuminate differences between export and import 

of tobacco products. Also, one can consult experts or to make independent research on the market 

and consumer habits – the results of which can be compared with the officially-recognized figures for 

consumption and excise revenue. These approaches are possible, but there are others, which are 

widely used and are better from methodological perspective.  

The specifics of the cigarette product, namely the package with an excise stamp and other distinctive 

traits, allows for very exact and precise (from a methodological perspective) analyses. There are two 

major methods for evaluating the share of the illegal market: 

1. Packs swaps – through this mechanism, people who work in the field will stop smokers and 

offer them a swap or exchange of their pack of cigarettes for a new, full one. The stopped 

smoker will benefit from the swap and is exposed to no risk, which allows for these swaps to 

happen. The now-received box of cigarettes is analysed and looked over, based on its 

distinctive traits – Does it have an excise stamp? What is the language on the pack? For which 

market was this pack intended? An interview with the particular individual consumer will also 

be conducted, which also gives valuable information; 

2. Empty packs survey – through this mechanism, the people who work in the field will check 

specific public areas (like streets and public bins) in separate neighbourhoods/cities and collect 

all cigarette packages they find. The packs are again analyzed and researched, and though 

their distinctive traits, conclusions can be made. 

Both approaches, in practice, can give data for the quantity of cigarette packs, which are not intended 

for the specific domestic market. This includes all of the illegally-produced cigarettes, but also legally-

produced cigarettes from other countries, which are imported (by the consumers) and consumed 

legally in the country that is being researched26. This way, the collected packs can be further 

categorized into the different groups and classifications of illegal products – counterfeits, contraband, 

and illicit whites, and also into groups of origin, manufacturers and brands. 

Both approaches give a solid informational base about the state of the illegal market, although they 

                                                 
26 This clarification is important, but one should note that those packs, which are legally imported by the consumer in small quantity and 
consumed in the country, represent a very small share of the market and basically do not distort the estimations of the illegal market.  
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are some limitations as well. In the first method, the entire sample is dependent on the smokers who 

agreed to participate in the swap. In the second method and approach, the actual smokers are not 

affected or involved (their packs have already been thrown out, be it in rubbish bins or on the street), 

but the specific researched area can be potentially controlled by a third party. Either way, those 

methods, when done properly, proved to be working very well.  

In Bulgaria the second method is used – collection and analysis of empty cigarette packs. This research 

is financed by the large companies in the market and is done with regularity since 200727. Research 

began to be conducted twice per year (second and fourth quarter) since 2010, and may soon be 

expanded to four times per year. At the moment, research in most markets is done like in Bulgaria – 

second and fourth quarter every year, but in Germany, for example, it is traditionally done every 

quarter (three-month period). 

The data from the various empty packs surveys in the countries of the EU is used for the yearly report 

Project Sun: A Study of the Illicit Cigarette Market in the European Union, Norway and Switzerland28 

by KPMG LLP. The Project Sun report doesn't only rely on the empty packs survey in the different 

countries. Tobacco companies also fill out specific questionnaires, as well as (most likely) the public 

institutions, which provide some additional data. Project Sun data gives a complete assessment for the 

entire year and that is why it sometimes differentiates from the separate, independent empty packs 

surveys during the course of the year.  

This is also the case with Bulgaria – Project Sun summarizes the yearly data, and often, the 

assessments are not just the average mean value of the two field studies in second and fourth quarter 

of the year. This is important, as in the current report for analyzing the overall situation and processes 

we will use data from Project Sun, and in the part which deals specifically with illegal tobacco trade in 

Bulgaria, including different breakdowns of the illegal market, we shall make use of the detailed 

results of the two yearly field empty packs surveys. 

A5. The Negative Effects 

The potential negative effects from a poor and flawed excise policy in regards to tobacco products are 

not to be made light of. The excessive taxation on tobacco products, which leads to a permanent rise 

in prices of the products, as well as sudden changes – a “tax shock”, can have serious consequences on 

the legal market and to channel financial streams towards illegal alternatives. 

While shaping the excise policy towards tobacco products, some factors should be taken into account - 

such as consumer attitudes, price elasticity of demand and the purchasing power of the consumers. 

                                                 
27 The so-called “Anti-Illicit Trade Initiative” started on 2010. The initiative unites five of the big tobacco companies in the Bulgarian 
market – British American Tobacco, Bulgartabac, Japan Tobacco International, Imperial Tobacco Bulgaria and Philip Morris Bulgaria. 
Field work is done by independent international market research agency and at least 20 cities in the country are covered.   
28 See KPMG, Project Sun: A Study of the Illicit Cigarettes Market in the European Union, Norway and Switzerland (2017 edition). In this 
paper we will use the short „Project Sun”. 

https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/uk/pdf/2017/07/project-sun-2017-report.pdf
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Overlooking these factors can potentially lead to a variety of negative effects: 

 A loss of tax revenue – the sudden rise in taxation can send us into the prohibitive range of the 

Laffer curve, which can in turn lead to lower tax revenue. There are plenty of such examples in 

world practice, including one from Bulgaria in 2010; 

 A rise in illegal trade – although illegal trade is dependent on many factors, including the work 

and effectiveness of the government institutions, it is a fact that every tax shock leads to a 

large spike in illegal trade. This not only undermines the health objectives of the policy, but 

also secures finances for the organized criminal groups and channels of corruption; 

 Disruption of the legal market – a tax shock can lead to the collapse of the legal market, much 

to the delight of illegal alternatives. In addition the presence of a political risk – meaning a 

sudden change in excise policy directed towards benefiting one or another price segment or 

market player, may also have a negative impact to the entire market and undermine the 

general tax revenue and health objectives.  

All of these negative effects were witnessed in Bulgaria in the years after joining the European Union 

and most specifically, in the year 2010. The normalization of excise policy after 2010, as well as the 

lack of new tax shocks does not mean that the topic can be forgotten about. On the contrary – the size 

of the illegal market even at the moment is not to be neglected. The debate for the future excise 

policy towards tobacco products is open also on an European level. Bulgaria's experience in that 

regard is something of great value.  

A6. Examples of Tax Shocks  

In this paper, we will look in detail into the effects of the excise policy towards tobacco products in 

Bulgaria, and in particular the effects of the tax shock from 2010. This case, although quite extreme, is 

definitely not unique in the context of the world practice. On the contrary, the global map is littered 

with similar examples, and all show the mistakes of flawed, non-farsighted tax policies and the 

manifestation of the negative effects, described earlier.  

The International Tax & Investment Center (ITIC) takes a detailed look at bad examples of excise policy 

on tobacco products in some of the world's most advanced countries29. In the UK, for example, in the 

period 1992-2012, the nominal weight of excise duties in a pack of cigarettes jumped by 121% (from 

GBP 2.09 to GBP 4.62 per pack), while excise revenues from cigarettes shrank by 6% (from GBP 9.14 

billion to GBP 8.59 billion). At the same time, consumption of cigarettes in the UK shrank 

insignificantly, while the spread of illegal products undermined both tax and health goals. 

                                                 
29 See International Tax & Investment Center, Global “Best Practice” in Tobacco Tax Policy: Insight from Tax Practitioners Around the 
World (2013) 

http://www.iticnet.org/images/Global__Best_Practice__in_Tobacco_Tax_Policy__Insight_from_Tax_Practitioners_Around_the_World.pdf
http://www.iticnet.org/images/Global__Best_Practice__in_Tobacco_Tax_Policy__Insight_from_Tax_Practitioners_Around_the_World.pdf
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Similar developments were also registered in Germany. In the period 2002-2012, the nominal weight 

of excise duties in a pack of cigarettes increased by 34% (from EUR 2.18 to EUR 2.92 per pack) and a 

13% drop in revenues (from EUR 16.2 billion to EUR 14.14 billion). The steady rise in excise duties over 

the period 2002-2006 leads to a significant increase in illegal trade, which reaches 20% of Germany's 

cigarette consumption. Interestingly, at the end of the period under review, meaning by 2012, illegal 

trade is concentrated in the former East Germany (44.2% share of the illicit market), where incomes 

are significantly lower, while in former West Germany the levels are considerably more acceptable 

(13.7% share of the illegal market). 

Arthur Laffer looks at many different examples of poor, ineffective and destructive excise policies 

towards tobacco products from the past 10-20 years. Described are cases in Sweden (1997), Greece 

(2010-2011), Republic of Ireland (2000-2003 and 2006-2009), Singapore (2000-2005), The Philippines 

(2013), as well as in the new member-states of the EU. These last cases have the most in common 

with the case of Bulgaria. Laffer pays special attention to the new member states of the EU, describing 

a sharp decline in cigarette affordability – due to a foregone tax harmonization process, which in any 

given case has led to an increase in the illicit trade in tobacco products. In 2010, the share of the illicit 

cigarette market in some of these countries reached record levels - over 40% in Latvia and Lithuania, 

over 30% in Bulgaria and around 20% in Romania. 

One of the worst examples is Lithuania, which became a member of the EU in 2004, and aimed to 

reach the EU's minimum excise rates (EUR 64 per 1000 cigarettes) by 2010, similar to Bulgaria. In the 

period 2008-2010, Lithuania increased excise duties on cigarettes by 30% per year, which doubled the 

price of cigarettes (2010 compared to 2007). The result was a rise in illegal trade to 40% in 2010 and a 

20% drop in excise duty revenue on cigarettes in 2010 compared to 2009 revenues. 

We can also take similar example from countries with traditionally high levels of taxation. Ireland is 

the country with the highest excise on cigarettes in the EU. In 2011, it was concluded30, that the 

additional increase in excise duty on cigarettes can no longer bring combined benefits to health and 

tax revenues, meaning that the health and tax revenue objectives are undermined by the shift of 

consumption towards untaxed tobacco products – the growth of the illicit market. 

ITIC review of the global practices31 concluded that the examples presented "illustrate clearly the 

destabilizing impact that sharp increases in excise taxes on cigarettes can have on the legitimate 

market". It is confirmed that the creation of favorable preconditions for smugglers and counterfeiters 

can lead to an increase in the illegal market and a real drop in revenues. In this spirit are also the 

conclusions of Arthur Laffer, who specifically addresses the new EU member states. 

                                                 
30 See Reidy & Walsh, Economics of Tobacco: Modeling the Market for Cigarettes in Ireland (2011) 
31 See International Tax & Investment Center, Global “Best Practice” in Tobacco Tax Policy: Insight from Tax Practitioners Around the 
World (2013) 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/research/tobacco-market.pdf
http://www.iticnet.org/images/Global__Best_Practice__in_Tobacco_Tax_Policy__Insight_from_Tax_Practitioners_Around_the_World.pdf
http://www.iticnet.org/images/Global__Best_Practice__in_Tobacco_Tax_Policy__Insight_from_Tax_Practitioners_Around_the_World.pdf
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A7. What are the Good Practices? 

In order for a tax policy on tobacco products to be successful, a few basic rules must be followed. 

Arthur Laffer offers some universal solutions in his "Handbook of Tobacco Taxation: Theory and 

Practice": 

 First of all, it is important to have clear and precise definitions of tobacco products that are in 

line with market changes and the entry of new products. This condition within the EU is 

covered by the Tobacco Products Directive (Directive 2014/40/EU), which sets the basic 

framework. The last example in this direction was the clear definition of innovative tobacco 

products and their gradual inclusion in the excise frameworks of the Member States32; 

 Next, it is crucial to have a working and simple excise structure to ensure market stability and 

predictability of tax revenue. Laffer has repeatedly highlighted the global trend towards 

simplification of the excise structure and the strengthening of the specific element – the latter 

is also seen as a trend from the practice within the EU; 

 The correct level of excise burden should also be established, avoiding the potential negative 

effects of over-taxation. It is here that the discussion about the elasticity of demand and 

affordability of tobacco products in relation to the purchasing power of consumers is 

important. Too high taxation – in the prohibitive zone of the Laffer curve, or the excessive 

increase in excise duties – the so-called tax shock, leads to severe negative effects and a 

deterioration of both tax revenue and health objectives; 

 Lastly, Laffer points out the good work of the administration, which should ensure high 

revenue collection and combat illegal trade. Bulgaria's experience also shows that there are 

periods when, without any change in excise duties and correspondingly stable prices of 

tobacco products, better control can deliver very good results. 

Many of these recommendations coincide with the main findings of the review of the various 

practices around the world by ITIC analyzes. The big focus is undoubtedly in the consideration of 

purchasing power and the avoidance of a possible tax shock. This means a clear plan for the increase 

in excise duties, especially in the presence of such regionally coordinated target, as is the case with 

the EU, and a gradual approach to achieving this goal. Ensuring the predictability of excise policy can 

be achieved by adopting the so-called excise calendar. Experience shows that the excise calendar 

should have at least a medium-term horizon (at least 3 years) and be written down into the legislation. 

The mechanisms for assessing the impact of legislative changes that can restrict populist changes to 

the excise calendar are also important – similar changes happened in Bulgaria (2016), but have been 

also observed over the years in other countries. 

                                                 
32 See  IME, Analysis of the current regulation of tobacco products in Bulgaria to identify gaps in the excise legislation in relation to the 
new category of heated tobacco products (2017) 

https://ime.bg/var/images/IME_Heated_Tobacco_17.pdf
https://ime.bg/var/images/IME_Heated_Tobacco_17.pdf
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Finally, tax sovereignty should not be omitted, as this topic is particularly relevant within the EU, 

where a common supranational framework for excise duty on tobacco products is set. Although the 

general rules, incl. product definitions and the framework for the excise structure have their positive 

effects within the common market, the strong demand for convergence in the excise duty on tobacco 

products by raising the minimum excise duty is very risky and leads to problems in the countries that 

are catching up – these are mainly the new member states. Affordability of tobacco products and 

purchasing power in different countries should play a leading role in any harmonization policy. 

B1. Excise Duty Framework within the EU  

Imposing excise tax on tobacco products in the countries in the European Union follows strictly 

defined rules, described in Directive on the structure and rates of excise duty applied to manufactured 

tobacco (2011/64/EU). The excise duties on cigarettes consist of two components – a specific and a 

proportional (ad valorem). The specific component is expressed as a fixed amount per 1 000 

cigarettes, therefore it does not depend on the cigarettes’ retail price. The proportional component is 

expressed as a percentage of the retail selling price. 

Currently there are two main rules that frame the parameters of the excise tax (2017): 

 The excise tax must be at least 90 euro per 1 000 cigarettes – this is the minimum excise 

burden which needs to be attained, regardless of the tax’s structure; 

 The excise tax burden must be at least 60% of the weighted average retail selling price. 

These two rules ensure that 1) at least 60% of the price of cigarettes will be excise duty and 2) the 

minimum nominal weight of excise duties will be at least EUR 90 per 1000 pieces. In the previous 

version of the Directive on the structure and rates of excise duty applied on manufactured tobacco 

(Directive 2002/10 /EC), which was in force until 2010 and played an important role for Bulgaria in the 

first years after the EU membership, the rules were: 1) the excise duty to be at least EUR 64 per 1 000 

pieces and 2) the excise duty to be at least 57% of the weighted average retail selling price. 

In theory, if only the rule for high excise incidence (the 60% in question) was enforced, this by no 

means would guarantee high retail prices of cigarettes. Bulgaria is the best example in that respect. 

During Bulgaria’s first year as a member of the European Union (2007) the excise burden on cigarettes 

was exactly 60%. Despite that the excise tax was extremely low compared to its levels in the rest of 

the EU – only EUR 35 per 1 000 cigarettes, at minimum levels of EUR 90 according to the then 

Directive 2002/10/EU. This only confirms the thesis that it is not the excise incidence, but the excise 

yield that plays the bigger role in the harmonization of the excise tax burden in the EU. 

Directive 2011/64/EU also sets the framework for excise duties on smoking tobacco. At least one of 

these two alternatives must be in place: 
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 46% (50% in 2020) excise burden of the weighted average retail selling price, or 

 EUR 54 (EUR 60 in 2020) per kilogram of fine-cut tobacco. 

Most countries prefer the entirely specific component, thus focusing on the second objective. Bulgaria 

is one of them with its entirely specific excise duty in regards to smoking tobacco. As the market for 

smoking tobacco in Bulgaria is growing and the illicit market for bulk tobacco is extremely high, we will 

also analyze here this part of the tobacco market.  

Excise Structure and Rates on Cigarettes in Europe 

Excise duty rates on tobacco products in the EU are significantly different despite attempts to 

harmonize through structure rules and raising the minimum excise duty. This discrepancy can be 

explained by many factors, and the leading is the huge differences in purchasing power in the member 

states. According to data for 2017, the EU's nominal excise rate (excise yield) ranges from EUR 86 per 1 

000 pieces in Bulgaria to EUR 312 per 1 000 pieces in the UK and EUR 336 per 1 000 pieces in Ireland. 

The latter are the most extreme examples of excise duty on cigarettes in the EU, whereas in most 

countries on the continent, excise duties are far from these peak levels. In France, for example, the 

nominal excise rate is EUR 217 per 1 000 pieces, and in Germany EUR 158 per 1 000 pieces. In Central 

and Eastern Europe, as well as in the Baltics, there are many examples of excise levels close to those in 

Bulgaria – EUR 92 per 1 000 pieces in Croatia, EUR 93 per 1 000 pieces in Lithuania, EUR 95 per 1 000 

pieces in the Czech Republic, EUR 96 per 1 000 in Latvia, EUR 97 in Hungary, EUR 98 in Romania and 

EUR 98 per 1 000 pieces in Slovakia. In practice, most countries in the region have excise duties on 

cigarettes wuth nominal weight from EUR 86 to EUR 100 per 1 000 pieces (data for 2017). 

A very different excise structure is applied to achieve the overall excise burden in individual member 

states. The EU rule in this respect is very basic – the specific component should be between 7.5% and 

76.5% of the total tax burden, meaning that individual countries have a great freedom to choose their 

own excise structure. The review of the excise regimes of the 28 EU member states shows that 2017 in 

18 of them dominate the specific component (including Bulgaria), while the ad valorem component 

dominates in 10 of them. In this case, the comparison is based on the weight of the specific and 

respectively of the ad valorem component in the retail price of cigarettes – here we exclude the VAT, 

which also has a proportional character, that is, it depends on the retail price of the tobacco product. 

Different approaches to the excise structure are not surprising, but it is also important to bring to light 

the trends of recent years. For this purpose, we will compare the changes in all member states 

(excluding Croatia) for the period 2010-2017. We choose the starting date of the comparison in 2010, 

as at that date many of the new member states (including Bulgaria) had to reach the minimum levels 

of excise duty in the EU and accordingly underwent very serious changes to their excise policies in the 

years just before 2010. After 2010, policies are much more balanced, allowing us to outline the trends 

in the member states more clearly. 
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The review of the period 2010-2017 clearly highlights the tendency to increase the specific 

component in the excise structure at the expense of the ad valorem component. In fact, all EU 

countries have increased the specific component (2017 compared to 2010), and only in Bulgaria it 

remains unchanged. This is shown in the graph below, where the specific component is presented in 

the 27 Member States (excluding Croatia) in 2010 and 2017. 

Graph 1: Specific excise on cigarettes in EU-27 (2010-2017) 

 

Source: Excise Duties: list of the excise duties applicable in the EU, Excise Duties Tables, European Commission (2017) 

 

For the same period, comparing excise rates in 2017 with those in 2010, the ad valorem component 

was reduced in 23 countries, in three countries it remained unchanged (Finland, Lithuania and Poland) 

and only in Bulgaria it was increased. Within this period, there was one year in which the excise 

structure in Bulgaria was totally reversed in favour of the ad valorem component (2016), but then 

quickly recovered in a more balanced form. 

The comparison here excludes this episode because it only gives the picture at the end and the 

beginning of the period (2017 vs. 2010). Here, we can note that the ad valorem component in Bulgaria 

was slightly reduced in 2018 to 25 per cent of the sales price but still remains above 2010 levels. 
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Graph 2: Ad valorem excise on cigarettes in EU-27 (2010-2017) 

 

Source: Excise Duties: list of the excise duties applicable in the EU, Excise Duties Tables, European Commission (2017) 

 

The general review of the period from 2010 to 2017 shows a tendency to strengthen the role of 

specific excise duty at the expense of the ad valorem component. By 2017, despite the various excise 

structures, the overall picture shows that the specific component already dominates the ad valorem. 

In many countries there is a balance between the specific weight and the full ad valorem weight (ad 

valorem excise + VAT). This is the situation in Bulgaria for almost the entire period 2010-2017, with the 

exception of the short-term change of 2016. 

B2. Excise Tax Policy and Revenues from Taxation of Tobacco Products in Bulgaria 

In this part we will examine the common revenue framework from excise duties on tobacco products 
in Bulgaria33, as well as investigate the conducted excise tax policy in the last decade. 

                                                 
33 IME is grateful to the National Customs Agency of the Republic of Bulgaria for providing detailed data on excise revenues from 

tobacco products in Bulgaria. Some of the data is presented in annex to this report. 
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A General Look at Revenues from Excise Duties on Tobacco Products 

Revenues from excise duties on tobacco products play an increasingly bigger role in public finances. 

Bulgaria is one of the countries in the European Union that are most heavily dependent on these 

products’ taxation. Traditionally, revenue from taxes on tobacco products makes up for 2.3% of 

Bulgaria’s gross domestic product (GDP), and 8% of the overall tax revenue. Over 98% of excise 

revenue is due to cigarettes. That is why this report is predominantly focused on cigarettes.  

Table 1: Revenues from excise duties on tobacco products in Bulgaria (2007-2016) 

(BGN million) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Overall revenues from excise 
duties on tobacco products: 

1 347 1 715 1 768 1 520 1 694 1 803 1 804 1 787 2 082 2 304 

   Cigarettes 1 345 1 712 1 761 1 492 1 671 1 782 1 777 1 760 2 046 2 261 

   Smoking tobacco 0,1 0,3 3,3 26,9 20,8 19,2 24,9 25,0 33,5 40,6 

   Cigars and Cigarillos 1,8 3,2 4,0 1,3 1,7 2,0 2,2 2,1 2,1 2,4 

Overall as % of GDP 2,1% 2,4% 2,4% 2,0% 2,1% 2,2% 2,2% 2,1% 2,3% 2,4% 

Source: National Customs Agency, NSI, IME 

 

The table shows also the revenues from excise duties on smoking tobacco, which are growing in 

recent years, and also from taxation on cigars and cigarillos, which, however, are too insignificant to be 

the focal point of this analysis. Revenue displayed in this table comes only from the levied excise 

duties, without taking into account revenue from VAT on those products. IME estimations show that in 

recent years revenues from VAT on cigarettes are above BGN 500 million per year.  

Table 2: Revenues from taxes (excise duties and VAT) on cigarettes 2007-2016 

(BGN million) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Overall revenues from 
taxes on cigarettes:  

1 721 2 152 2 187 1 837 2 075 2 206 2 220 2 202 2 565 2 819 

   Excise revenues 1 345 1 712 1 761 1 492 1 671 1 782 1 777 1 760 2 046 2 261 

   Revenues from VAT 376 440 426 345 404 424 443 442 519 558 

Source: National Customs Agency, NSI, IME 

Excise Policy towards Cigarettes 

Bulgaria’s excise tax policy towards cigarettes in the last decade can be divided into two stages. The 

first one is related to joining the European Union (2007) and the accelerated achievement of minimum 

excise rates in the EU until 2010. This period is saturated with very serious changes to excise taxes and 

respectively serious effects on the legal and illegal market for tobacco products. The second period 

spans over the years after 2010, which are characterized by a normalization in regards to excise 

changes on cigarettes (until 2015), and the following pursue (this time through a much gradual and 

smoother rise) of the new objectives for 2018. 
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The overall picture of the excise policy towards cigarettes in Bulgaria is presented below. The two EU 

related targets for the minimum excise duty in 2010 and 2018 are shown, as also the increase of the 

excise yield and the price of cigarettes in Bulgaria for the entire period.  

Graph 3: Minimum excise duty, excise yield and prices of cigarettes in Bulgaria (2007-2018) 

 

Source: Excise Duties: list of the excise duties applicable in the EU, Excise Duties Tables, European Commission (2017) 

 

We will examine in this report the two stages separately. The excise rates will be presented in BGN and 

in their equal value in EUR – these rates are determined in BGN, so it would be only correct if we 

presented them that way. The common argument about the nominal excise burden in the price of 

cigarettes, however, will be discussed solely in EUR, since this is how the European objective 

predetermining the excise tax policy on cigarettes in Bulgaria is formulated. 

The Period of 2007 – 2010 

Bulgaria joined the European Union in 2007 with an excise framework on cigarettes at a much lower 

level than the minimum required level the EU. The period of transition, similar to that of other new 

member states, foresaw an attainment of the minimum rates in the European Union until 2010. In 

2007 the excise yield (nominal excise burden on the price of cigarettes) in Bulgaria was about EUR 35 

per 1 000 cigarettes – nearly two times lower than the goal set for 2010 – EUR 64 per 1 000 cigarettes. 
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The country’s excise tax policy was met by a formidable challenge – in the span of 3 fiscal years (2008, 

2009 and 2010) the excise yield on cigarettes must be doubled, which would have its respective 

serious effect on the price of a pack of cigarettes. We must highlight that Bulgaria had already 

undertaken an increase in excise in 2006, when the excise yield almost doubled, and the price went up 

with about 50%34. 

In 2007 the excise structure on cigarettes was almost solely dominated by the ad valorem component, 

which was at 54% of the cigarettes’ price35. The specific component was only 6% of the retail price – 

BGN 6.50 (EUR 3.32) per 1 000 pieces. At this moment it’s clear that reaching European objectives will 

require a substantial increase in the specific excise, as it is not dependent on the cigarettes’ price level 

and directly raises the nominal excise burden on cigarettes. 

Nevertheless, after 2007 the government is hesitant in deciding on an optimum excise structure when 

it comes to raising the excise burden. At first, in 2008, the specific excise is drastically raised by nearly 

6 times to BGN 37 (EUR 18.92) per 1 000 cigarettes. Meanwhile the ad valorem excise decreases from 

54% to 35% from the retail price. These changes result in a growth of the excise yield with 17% to EUR 

41.7 per 1 000 pieces, which is still far off from the goal that is EUR 64 until 2010. 

In 2009 the specific excise increases slightly to BGN 41 (EUR 20.96 euro) per 1 000 pieces, while the ad 

valorem goes up to 40,5% of the retail price. These steps raise the excise yield with another 24% and it 

reaches nearly EUR 51 per 1 000 cigarettes. The raises in 2008 and 2009 lead to an increase of about 

26% in the retail price of cigarettes. The increase in excise burden in 2008 and 2009 also leads to 

increased revenue from excise tax on cigarettes, which jumps from BGN 1,3 billion in 2007 to BGN 1,7 

billion in 2008 and nearly BGN 1,8 billion in 2009. These exact revenue figures will serve as a reference 

point up until 2015 when they considerably grow. 

Even though the measures taken in 2008 and 2009 are serious in relation to the excise yield, and the 

price, the step remaining for 2010 is just as serious – the excise must be raised with another 25% in 

only a year, so that the country can answer to the undertaken European commitments. At the end of 

2009 the government voted on a new change in the excise structure in favour of the specific excise – a 

drastic raise in the specific component from BGN 41 (20.96 euro) to BGN 101 (51.64 euro) and a 

reduction of the ad valorem from 40,5% to 23% of the retail price. Moreover, this change is supported 

by the establishment of a minimum excise of BGN 148 (75.67 euro) per 1 000 cigarettes. Even though 

this is a logical change in structure as it follows the European practices and guarantees that the goals 

set will be achieved, it still remains unclear why this increase was well beyond the framework of the 

undertaken commitments. 

                                                 
34 The increase in excise duties on cigarettes in 2006 is out of the scope of this report. Also, before 2007 we lack reliable data on illicit 
trade, which makes it harder to analyze the various effects on the tax increase. However, we shall mention that the tax shock of 2006 
comes in a time of economic boom in Bulgaria, which definitely soften the effects of the excise increase.   
35 All data on prices per pack of cigarettes and rates of the excise duty components are from the Excise tables of the European 
commission. Data for Bulgaria is shown in annex to this report.  
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Table 3: Excise policy towards cigarettes – main indicators (2007-2010)  

  2007 2008 2009 2010 
Minimum excise duty on cigarettes (EUR per 1 000 pieces) N/A N/A N/A 75.67 

Specific excise duty on cigarettes (EUR per 1 000 pieces) 3,32 18,92 20,96 51,64 

Ad valorem excise on cigarettes (% from retail price) 54,0 35,0 40,5 23,0 

Excise yield (EUR per 1 000 pieces) 35,08 41,07 50,94 75,87 

Minimum excise duty in EU – target for 2010  (EUR per 1 000 pieces) 64,00 64,00 64,00 64,00 

Current price (MPPC) per 1 000 cigarettes 58,80 63,29 74,01 105,33 

Revenues from excise duties on cigarettes (BGN million) 1 345 1 712 1 761 1 492 

Share of illegal trade (% of the market) 11,1% 12,9% 16,4% 30,7% 

Source: Excise Duties: list of the excise duties applicable in the EU, Excise Duties Tables, European Commission (2017); National Customs 
Agency; KPMG, Project Sun: A Study of the Illicit Cigarettes Market in the European Union, Norway and Switzerland 

 

The minimum excise’s aim is to guarantee that each and every cigarette will be covered by the given 

excise yield – in this case at least EUR 75.67 per 1 000 pieces. Since the excise yield also depends on 

the companies’ pricing decisions – the ad valorem component depends on the product’s price, then 

introducing a minimum excise guarantees a minimum level, which is independent from the market 

players’ behaviour. In other words, if enforcing a standard excise structure (a specific and an ad 

valorem component) over a given price range of cigarettes does not lead to a nominal excise burden 

of BGN 148 (EUR 75,67) per 1 000 pieces, then automatically the minimum excise is imposed. 

Ultimately the excise’s increase in 2010 achieved its objective as the excise tax yield on the most 

purchased cigarettes reached nearly EUR 76 per 1 000 pieces – a little over the minimum excise. The 

Bulgarian government not only accomplished the European goal, but at the end of 2009 made an 

increase that goes far beyond the EU commitments. The increase in excise yield was nearly 50% in 

only a year. Respectively the price increased since the beginning of 2010 with the astounding 42%, 

which is precisely a price shock – especially in an economic environment where the country is still in 

recession and unemployment is growing36. While previously the increased prices of cigarettes were 

accompanied by increased incomes, in 2010 incomes are on the decrease, which means that this price 

increase shock undermines significantly the affordability of cigarettes. 

The legal market was seriously hit by the abrupt price growth, which also reflects on the budget 

revenue37. In 2010 the official revenue coming from excise taxation on cigarettes amounts to less than 

BGN 1,5 billion – a 15% decrease in comparison to 2009. Note that this is 15% decrease in tax revenue 

with 50% higher excise burden. This is an obvious proof of the theoretical formulation that an 

improvident tax policy (in this case an unexpected tax shock) can undermine the objectives of public 

policies, including tax revenue objectives (less revenue) and healthcare objectives (growth of illegal 

market). 

                                                 
36 The economic recession in Bulgaria lasted officially up until the second quarter of 2010. Unemployment in 2010 reached above 10% 
(15-64 years old), while it was below 7% in 2009.  
37 See IME, Analysis of excise taxation on tobacco products in Bulgaria 2007-2013 (2013)  

https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/excise-duties-alcohol-tobacco-energy/excise-duties-tobacco/excise-duties-cigarettes_en
https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/uk/pdf/2017/07/project-sun-2017-report.pdf
http://ime.bg/var/docs/IME_excise_tobacco_report_2013_BG.pdf
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Effects from the Tax Shock in 2010 

The tax shock of 2010 caused an abrupt increase with 42% in the price of the most popular cigarettes 

(average price in 2010 compared to 2009). This led to a raise of 1.5 billion pieces on the black market 

(to 4,8 billion pieces), which, having in mind the decrease in overall consumption, practically doubled 

the share of illegal trade (from 16,4% in 2009 to 30,7% in 2010). 

The smuggling outburst in 2010 is evident from the data on detained cigarettes intended for illegal 

sale. In 2010 the National Customs Agency reports the record-breaking 250 million detained cigarettes 

– this sees a 247% growth compared to the previous year. The Ministry of Interior on the other hand 

renders an account of 387 million confiscated cigarettes, this number amounting to only 17 million in 

2009. It has to be noted that in 2011 the Ministry of Interior registered a record number in confiscated 

quantities – 463 million pieces. The Customs also account for serious numbers in 2011 when 195 

million cigarettes were detained. 

Despite the excise serious raise in 2010, budget revenue from cigarette taxation shrunk. This fact 

should not be ignored – the 50% increase of excise burden caused a 15% decrease in revenue. This is a 

truly impressive confirmation of the theoretical framework drawn by Arthur Laffer, regarding the 

potential loss of revenue caused by too big or too abrupt raise in tax burden on tobacco products. 

The Period of 2011 – 2018 

Having achieved and even exceeded the European objective in 2010, the excise policy on cigarettes 

stabilized. The next 5 fiscal years (2011 – 2015) didn’t bring any changes to the excise structure or 

rates. VAT rates remain the same as well. During this period the price of cigarettes stayed more or less 

unaltered, too; raises are observed twice in the price of the most purchased cigarettes – 4% in 2011 or 

with roughly 20 cents (a delayed growth as a result of 2010’s new excise tax rates) and 2% in 2014 or 

with 10 cents (which is the smallest step possible). 

Recovery of budget revenues occurs as well. The revenues from excise tax on cigarettes in 2011 being 

BGN 1.7 billion grows to BGN 1,8 billion in the period of 2012 to 2014. These are practically the levels 

observed in 2008 and 2009, but now in an environment with a considerably higher excise burden and 

therefore – higher prices. A decrease in illegal trade is also observed to around 15-18% in 2012-2014. 

More significant drop in illegal trade is observed after 2015 and will be analyzed later in this paper.  

Overall, we can claim that the rise in the price of cigarettes with around 40% as a result of the reform 

in 2010 is followed by years of stabilization in the market – prices, legal consumption and budget 

revenue are being stabilized until the beginning of 2015. This period coincides with the end of the 

financial crisis in Bulgaria and the gradual recovery of the labour market. Higher incomes and retained 

excise rates lead to a recovery of affordability, even if only partially compared to the tax shock of 2010. 
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Table 4: Excise policy towards cigarettes – main indicators (2011-2015)  

  2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Minimum excise duty on cigarettes (EUR per 1 000 pieces) 75,67 75,67 75,67 75,67 75,67 

Specific excise duty on cigarettes (EUR per 1 000 pieces) 51,64 51,64 51,64 51,64 51,64 

Ad valorem excise on cigarettes (% from retail price) 23,0 23,0 23,0 23,0 23,0 

Excise yield (EUR per 1 000 pieces) 77,51 76,93 78,75 78,98 79,39 

Minimum excise duty in EU – target for 2018  (EUR per 1 000 pieces) 90,00 90,00 90,00 90,00 90,00 

Current price (MPPC) per 1 000 cigarettes 109,93 109,93 109,93 112,49 112,49 

Revenues from excise duties on cigarettes (BGN million) 1 671 1 782 1 777 1 760 2 046 

Share of illegal trade (% of the market) 20,1% 15,5% 18,2% 18,5% 11,6% 

Source: Excise Duties: list of the excise duties applicable in the EU, Excise Duties Tables, European Commission (2017); National Customs 
Agency; KPMG, Project Sun: A Study of the Illicit Cigarettes Market in the European Union, Norway and Switzerland 

 

In 2011 a new Directive on the structure and rates of excise duty applied to manufactured tobacco 

(Directive 2011/64/EU) was adopted, which stipulates higher objective for the minimum excise duty 

on cigarettes. Bulgaria is faced with a new European objective – nominal excise burden of EUR 90 

(transitional period until 2018). In relation to this, in 2015, after years of stabilization, Bulgarian 

parliament passes an excise calendar, which lays down the increases and the excise rates until 2018.  

The excise calendar (voted in the end of 2014) stipulates keeping the specific excise at BGN 101 (EUR 

51.64) and raising the ad valorem excise from the current level of 23% to 25% in 2016, 27% in 2017 

and 28% in 2018. An increase in the minimum excise from BGN 148 (EUR 75.67) to BGN 177 (EUR 

90.50) is also expected in 2018. Approving such a calendar is usually perceived as a good practice, as it 

ensures predictability for the market participants and guarantees a gradual raise in the excise tax 

burden. As the calendar was written down in the Excise Duties Act, expectations were that this will 

provide stability to the market.  

Despite that there were no increases in excise duties on cigarettes in 2015, excise revenue increased 

with 16% – reaching over BGN 2 billion. The reason for that was the growth of the legal market, 

provoked by the active measures taken by the National Customs Agency – measures leading to sharp 

decrease in illegal market and shift in consumption for illegal to legal cigarettes. This process 

continued throughout 2016 resulting in new growth of legal consumption and excise revenues. 

Still, during 2015, i.e. before the first step in the excise calendar is in effect, the government 

surprisingly decided to abandon the planned calendar and to undertake a radically different policy. 

Towards the end of 2015 a total reversal in the excise structure was proposed and passed – a decrease 

from BGN 101 (EUR 51.64) to BGN 70 (EUR 35.79) in the specific excise, and an increase in the ad 

valorem component from 23% to 38% was passed for 2016.  

With this the excise structure was completely changed in favour of the ad valorem component. The 

change had minimum effect on the total excise yield – from EUR 79.4 to EUR 81.8. Although it was 

expected of this step to somehow support the lower price range, this never happened, as the market 

https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/excise-duties-alcohol-tobacco-energy/excise-duties-tobacco/excise-duties-cigarettes_en
https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/uk/pdf/2017/07/project-sun-2017-report.pdf
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participants managed to adjust their behaviour and generally maintain their market share. The 

transformed excise structure caused difficulties for the main market player. However, the maintenance 

of the nominal tax rate and price stability, ultimately kept the overall picture unaltered. Legal 

consumption slightly increased – again as a result of decrease in illicit trade, and budget revenues 

from excise tax on cigarettes increased to BGN 2.3 billion. 

At the end of 2016 the excise policy was once again reversed. The government decided to restore the 

former excise structure – BGN 101 (EUR 51.67) specific excise, while the ad valorem component was 

respectively 27% for 2017 and 28% for 2018. In actual fact, this action brought back the excise 

calendar of 2015. The question remains: why was the entire excise structure changed for a year only, 

and then restored to the old calendar? These sudden changes in policy serve as proof for the presence 

of political risk in excise policy. This risk can manifest itself in abrupt changes in the chosen direction, 

even if they are written down as an excise calendar, accompanied by arguments steering away from 

the classical tax revenue and healthcare objectives. 

Table 5: Excise policy towards cigarettes – main indicators (2015*-2018) 

  2015 2016 2017 2018 

Minimum excise duty on cigarettes (EUR per 1 000 pieces) 75,67 82,32 85,90 90,50 

Specific excise duty on cigarettes (EUR per 1 000 pieces) 51,64 35,79 51,64 55,73 

Ad valorem excise on cigarettes (% from retail price) 23,0 38,0 27,0 25,0 

Excise yield (EUR per 1 000 pieces) 79,39 81,83 85,60 N/A 

Minimum excise duty in EU - target for 2018  (EUR per 1 000 pieces) 90,00 90,00 90,00 90,00 

Current price (MPPC) per 1 000 cigarettes 112,49 112,49 120,16 N/A 

Revenues from excise duties on cigarettes (BGN million) 2 046 2 261 N/A N/A 

Share of illegal trade (% of the market) 11,6% 6,8% N/A N/A 

Source: Excise Duties: list of the excise duties applicable in the EU, Excise Duties Tables, European Commission (2017); National Customs 
Agency; KPMG, Project Sun: A Study of the Illicit Cigarettes Market in the European Union, Norway and Switzerland 
*2015 is shown again in order to reflect on the sudden change in excise structure from 2016.  

 

In 2018 Bulgaria reached the EU minimum target of EUR 90 per 1 000 pieces by increasing the specific 

excise to BGN 177 (EUR 90.50) and a slight decrease in ad valorem excise to 25% of retail price38. The 

minimum excise was also increased from BGN 168 to BGN 177 (EUR 90.50), thus guaranteeing that the 

target will be achieved for all price segments. Up until that point, at least, there have been no plans 

for new upcoming European objectives to be attained. Most likely that means there is going to be a 

new period of stability in excise policy in regard to cigarettes. 

 

 

                                                 
38 The last excise change in 2018 also deviates from what was written in the excise calendar back in 2014.  

https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/excise-duties-alcohol-tobacco-energy/excise-duties-tobacco/excise-duties-cigarettes_en
https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/uk/pdf/2017/07/project-sun-2017-report.pdf
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Excise Tax Calendar 

Introducing an excise calendar is usually perceived as a good measure which contributes to 

predictability and stability of the excise policy, as well as setting gradual steps towards reaching a 

specific tax objective. The latter is precisely focused on avoiding tax shocks, just as the one seen in 

Bulgaria in 2010 in relation to the excise tax on cigarettes. 

In 2015 after a broad discussion, the parliament passed an excise calendar which outlined the steps 

towards achieving the minimum European rates in 2018. The planned rise was gradual and assigned 

specifically for each of the upcoming years (2016, 2017 and 2018). Paradoxically, this excise calendar 

was fundamentally changed before it was even enforced in 2016. Towards the end of 2015 the 

government overturned the excise structure, giving serious weight to the ad valorem component 

(raised from 23% to 38%) and maintaining the total excise burden practically unchanged. 

To a great extent these modifications were not supported by any arguments, the reasoning going as 

far as promising to reduce the burden on the lowest class of cigarettes, i.e. the change was targeting a 

specific price range, which is by rule not a good policy and deviates from the main objectives on the 

excise policy. This reform, however, did not perform as expected in 2016 and by the end of the year a 

new alteration was passed. It was basically a step back to the old excise calendar. These turbulences in 

the excise policy may well be interpreted as a manifestation of the political risks in excise public policy. 

Laffer Curve and Budget Revenues 

The general review of the excise policy on cigarettes and affects on the market, incl. cigarette prices 

and tax revenues largely confirm what is written in the theoretical part of the report. The price shock 

of 2010 has resulted in a reduction in excise tax revenue on cigarettes, which in fact confirmed Arthur 

Laffer's thesis on over-taxation and falling into the prohibitive zone or area of decline in the Laffer 

curve39. The decrease in excise revenues from cigarettes in 2010 was BGN 269 million or 15% lower 

than in 2009. 

In 2012-2014, excise tax revenues on cigarettes recovered to 2008-2009 levels and remained relatively 

stable, but with a significantly higher excise yield. A larger increase in revenue is seen only after 2015, 

largely due to a shift from untaxed consumption to a taxed one, that is to say a drop in levels of illicit 

trade. The gradual increase in the excise yield after 2015 coincides with a period of economic upturn 

in the country, which limits the negative effects on market affordability. 

 

 

                                                 
39 This observation is confirmed by Bancho Banev's publication "Practical Proof of Laffer Curve. On the example of 
increasing excise on cigarettes in Bulgaria", Sofia University Press (2017) 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3054404
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3054404
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Graph 4: Excise yield and budget revenues (2007-2016) 

 

Source: Excise Duties Tables, European Commission (2017); National Custom Agency 

Excise Burden in the Price of Cigarettes 

During the years immediately before and after Bulgaria joined the European Union, the share of excise 

duties in the price of cigarettes increased substantially. Starting from nearly 50% in 2004-2005, the 

excise tax burden reached 60% in 2006-2007, until it went above 70% of the price during the tax shock 

in 2010. After 2007, the excise burden stayed stable at rates of about 66-67%, or roughly 2/3 of the 

retail price of cigarettes. 

However, excise duties do not exhaust the tax burden on cigarettes. A value-added tax (VAT) is also 

imposed over the full price of cigarettes including the calculated excises. In other words, additional 

16.67% of the retail price falls on VAT. This is how the total tax burden (excises + VAT) on cigarettes 

reaches 84.7% of the retail price in 2017. The remaining nearly 15% compose the companies’ 

component, which consist of all production and commercial costs, and respective profits. To put it 

briefly – buying cigarettes comes down to about 15% market transaction and 85% paying taxes. 
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Graph 5: Price per pack of cigarettes by main components (2007-2016) 

 

Source: Excise Duties Tables, European Commission (2017) 
 

On the graph above is shown the increase or price of a pack of cigarettes, as well as the composition 

of the different components – specific and ad valorem excise, VAT and company component. In this 

case we use the price of the most popular pack of cigarettes in the market for every single year.  

In relation to the burden of the separate types of taxes in the final price, we can conclude that 

currently certain parity has been achieved between the nominal burden (specific excise) and 

proportional burden (ad valorem excise and VAT). As of 2017, the specific excise’s burden in the price 

of cigarettes is slightly above 41%, whereas the ad valorem component and VAT’s burden is 43.7%. 

Achieving such parity seems to be a government’s objective, as well. 

Excise Tax Policy towards Smoking Tobacco 

Traditionally, rolling tobacco is not in the spotlight of market research, including excise tax policy and 

illegal trade analysis. However, this is an important topic. First of all, from a customer perspective 

rolling tobacco is very similar to cigarettes, and to a large extent can be treated as their substitute. 

Therefore, it can be examined not only as just another tobacco product, but as a part of the cigarette 

market. And secondly, data show growth in the market of rolling tobacco and also large illegal market. 

As of Bulgaria joining the European Union in 2007, the excise framework on rolling tobacco is mixed – 

a specific excise of BGN 45 per 1 kilogram and a proportional of 10% of the retail price. However, its 
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consumption back then was negligibly small compared to the cigarette market, thus the budget 

revenue from excise on rolling tobacco was very low – under BGN 100 000 in 2007. 

In 2010 the excise changed to BGN 100 per 1 kilogram, i.e. it turns to an entirely specific component 

that is not affected by the products’ price. We must note that in this market there are no meaningful 

price segments, so the strictly specific component is quite logical. Thus greater excise revenue was 

observed – BGN 27 million in 2010, as a result of increased consumption and higher excise rate. In this 

case the growth in consumption was provoked by the tax shock in the cigarette market in 2010. 

In 2011 the excise level was raised to BGN 130 per 1 kilogram, and in 2012 it was already at BGN 152 

per 1 kilogram. In these years a decline in consumption is observed and budget revenues go down to 

about BGN 20-21 million. This is due to the fact that after the tax shock in the cigarette market that 

led to growth in rolling tobacco consumption in 2010, in 2011 and 2012 the raised excise on rolling 

tobacco, while the prices of traditional cigarettes are stable, causes a market drop and lower revenue. 

Although this product is traditionally more affordable, even here the negative effects of the abrupt 

increase in excise burden are noticeable. 

After 2012 there have been no changes in excise duties on smoking tobacco. A recovery was observed 

in the consumption and budget revenues reached a record BGN 41 million in 2016, which is still only 

2% of all the revenues from excise taxation of tobacco products. It is also important to note that 

Bulgaria already reached the EU target for 2020 – minimum excise of EUR 60 per kilogram.  

Throughout this whole period, the nominal excise tax burden increased 3 times – first leap to BGN 100 

per 1 kilogram in 2010, and second – to BGN 152 in 2011 and 2012. However, evaluating the effects 

over this market segment is difficult as it is close to non-existent in 2007-2008, and marks growth later 

on due to the tax shock in the cigarette market in 2010. Nonetheless, its development in 2011 and 

2012 indicates that smoking tobacco consumption is also exposed to the risks of sudden change in 

excise burden.  

The excise incident in the price of rolling tobacco is currently about 60% or BGN 152 entirely specific 

excise with retail price of about BGN 250 per kilogram (BGN 12.5 per 50 grams). In cigarettes the 

excise incidence is around 68% from the retail price, but with much higher prices of traditional 

cigarettes in comparison to rolling tobacco. Despite the lower excise burden, the illegal market in 

rolling tobacco is huge (mainly bulk tobacco) and should not be overlooked. We will discuss it and 

present more detailed data in the chapter on illegal trade. 

B3. Prices and Consumption 

In the theoretical part, we have already commented on the importance of the price elasticity of 

demand for the tobacco products market and the effects of excise policy. Bulgaria is among the 

countries with a rather high elasticity of demand for tobacco products, meaning that the price is a 

serious factor and its rise has significant effects on consumer behavior. Traditionally, cigarette 
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consumption in Bulgaria is focused on low price segments and is heavily influenced by the rise in 

excise duty and the achievement of targets for a minimum excise yield on cigarettes. 

Cigarettes – Prices and Consumption 

For 2007-2017, the price of best-selling cigarettes in Bulgaria has doubled – from less than EUR 60 in 

2007 to over EUR 120 in 2017 per 1 000 pieces of cigarettes. In packs, this is a growth of BGN 2.30 

(EUR 1.18) per pack in 2007 to BGN 4.70 (EUR 2.40) in 2017. The big growth, of course, is in the period 

2007-2010, as only in 2010 the price increased by 42%. For the most popular packs of cigarettes on 

the market this is an increase from BGN 2.90 per pack to BGN 4.10 per pack in 2010.  

The rise in prices has had a serious impact on the legal cigarette market. There are two main sources 

of information on the consumption of the legal market. On the one hand, there is data from the 

National Customs Agency on the quantities of cigarettes released for consumption (paid excise duty 

respectively). It is possible in some months to observe the so-called hoarding, that is to say, the 

release of large quantities of cigarettes at the end of a given year (at a lower excise duty) to be sold 

next year. This was most likely to have happened in Bulgaria in 2007-2009, when there were large 

increases in the excise yield. 

The other source of information is the Project Sun report, which provides data on local sales and local 

consumption as well as on the consumption of illegal cigarettes. Project Sun report is based on its own 

estimates and is the best in assessing the size of the illegal market, so we will use it in the chapter on 

illegal trade. However, when talking about a legal market and excise revenues, it is best to use the data 

from the National Customs Agency. 

In 2007-2008, cigarettes released for consumption amounted to 19.8 billion pieces and 21.9 billion 

pieces respectively. In 2009, there is already a decline in the legal market – cigarettes released for 

consumption were 17.4 billion pieces. The big change, however, occurs in 2010, when the tax shock on 

cigarettes occurs, with cigarettes released for consumption falling to 11.7 billion pieces. This is half the 

absolute figures of the years before the rise in the excise burden immediately prior to EU membership 

(an average of about 22-23 billion pieces for 2002-2005). The decline for 2010 alone compared to 

2009 is 33%, meaning that 1/3 of the legal market disappeared.  

The movement of the legal market to price changes largely corresponds to what is known about the 

consumer behavior of smokers in the country and the elasticity of demand respectively. Old estimates 

of the elasticity of demand in Bulgaria show an elasticity of -0.8, which corresponds to the big changes 

in 2010 – a drop in consumption of 33% during the price increase of 42%. Of course, this calculation is 

rather simplistic, as the market response is not always fully focused within a year, and there is also a 

process of "hoarding" that somehow distorts consumption data. Nevertheless, the general picture 

confirms the observation that the consumption in Bulgaria is rather elastic, as the price increase leads 

to a similar decrease in the legal market. 
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Graph 6: Price per pack of cigarettes and legal consumption (2007-2016) 

 
 
Source: Excise Duties Tables, European Commission (2017); National Custom Agency 
 

After another slight contraction in the legal market in 2011, the legal consumption stabilized at around 

11.5 billion pieces in 2012-2014. These are also years with no changes in excise duties and prices, 

which imply such stabilization. However, it is interesting to see the developments in 2015, as without 

any significant change in excise duty or price, the legal market moved sensitively by jumping 16% or as 

much as 1.8 billion additional pieces to the overall of 13.2 billion cigarettes released for consumption. 

However, data show that in the same period, illegal market dropped by 840 million pieces, meaning 

that at least half of the growth in the legal market in 2015 could be explained by the contraction in 

illegal trade. 

Explanation of this development in 2015 can be found in the massive campaign of the National 

Customs Agency from the beginning of 2015. In the first half of 2015, policemen and customs officers 

entered the cigarette factories and began to control the exit points, that is, it was not possible 

cigarettes without excise labels to leave their home factories. The breakdown of monthly data from 

the National Customs Agency shows that the large growth in released quantities comes immediately 

after the end of this campaign – second half of 2015, the quantities sharply increased over previous 

years. This campaign was also followed by much stricter control on the riskier border checkpoints.  

In 2016, this process continued in some sense, with a new growth in the legal market by 670 million 
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pieces and a corresponding drop in the illegal market by 680 million pieces. Actually after 2016 we 

have a slight increase in excise yield (respectively increase in prices) and at the same time increase in 

legal consumption. This data also confirms the thesis that in recent years (with no tax shock in sight) 

the legal and illegal cigarette markets are like connected vessels and the growth of one comes along 

with a decline in the other market. 

Smoking Tobacco – Prices and Consumption 

To complete the picture, we should also discuss the consumption of so-called rolling tobacco, which is 

an alternative to traditional cigarettes. In the comments on the elasticity of demand, we pointed out 

that the market reaction should be seen not only in the movement of the legal cigarette market but 

also in the development of both the illegal market and the alternative products – in this case – rolling 

tobacco. The consumption data and the data about the paid excise duty on smoking tobacco are 

available in the excise tables of the National Customs Agency (also presented in the annex). 

In 2006 and 2007, very small quantities of rolling tobacco are consumed in Bulgaria – 8 and 13 tonnes 

per year, respectively. In 2008 and 2009, as excise duties on cigarette increased, there was a gradual 

increase in the consumption of rolling tobacco, however, the quantities were low – 26 and 51 tonnes 

respectively in the two years. 

The tax shock of 2010 on cigarettes moved the rolling tobacco market, which jumped more than 5 

times to 283 tonnes in 2010. Note, that in 2010 excise duty on rolling tobacco has increased 

significantly (respectively the price), but consumption still increased – the effect of the shock on 

cigarettes is just too great. In the coming years there is a gradual decline to 135 tonnes in 2012 (as a 

result of the increase in excise duty on rolling tobacco in 2011 and 2012) and a further increase to 267 

tonnes in 2016. 

There is a lack of strong data on the development of the price of rolling tobacco in Bulgaria, but 

according to data from the companies in the sector the price of tobacco in the period 2011-2016 rises 

from about BGN 200 per kilogram to about BGN 250 per kilogram or growth from BGN 10 per 50 

grams to BGN 12.5 per 50 grams of rolling tobacco. This price remains significantly lower than the 

price of classic cigarettes, which explains the increased interest in these products. 

Traditional Cigarettes versus Rolled Pieces 

It is interesting to compare the market share of cigarettes and rolling tobacco as the comparison 

between cigarette pieces and tons of rolling tobacco is not easy to understand. For this purpose we 

will convert the amount of tobacco to roll into pieces of cigarettes, and this has some particularities. 

The key question here is how many grams of tobacco are there in a single cigarette. The general belief 

is that the rate to be used for such conversion is 0.75 grams of tobacco per cigarette. That is to say the 

norm to be used to roll a cigarette similar to a classical cigarette.  
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However, an additional calculation may be made on the basis of 0.4 grams of tobacco in a single 

cigarette, which reveals consumer habits to roll "light" cigarettes. The 0.75 grams rate will be used as 

the methodologically correct rate for converting the amount of rolling tobacco into the equivalent of a 

"classic" cigarette, and the 0.4 gram rate is rather an illustration based on the customary habit of a 

"thin" cigarette for rolling. 

Table 6: Comparison in consumption of classical cigarettes versus rolled pieces (2007-2016) 

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Cigarettes – released for 
consumption (million pieces) 

19 637 21 884 17 555 11 735 10 876 11 569 11 511 11 343 13 161 13 834 

Smoking tobacco – released 
for consumption (tonnes) 

12,9 25,9 51,2 269,0 178,5 134,7 163,8 164,2 220,4 267,3 

Smoking tobacco – 
equivalent of classical 
cigarettes (million pieces) 
0.75 grams of tobacco per cigarette  

17 34 68 359 238 180 218 219 294 356 

Smoking tobacco – 
equivalent of “light” 
cigarettes (million pieces) 
0.40 grams of tobacco per cigarette 

32 65 128 673 446 337 410 411 551 668 

 
Source: National Custom Agency, IME 
 

This comparison shows that the legal rolling tobacco market amounts to about 356 million cigarettes 

equivalent in 2016 or about 2.6% of the legal cigarette market. At the consumer rate (0.4 grams) this 

would amount to 668 million pieces. The breakdown over the years is represented in the table above. 

One should take into account that illegal quantities are not shown, as they might change the picture – 

for rolling tobacco they are considerably higher. That is to say, much of the consumption of rolled 

cigarettes is not visible on this table because it is with illegal bulk tobacco. 

B4. Tobacco Illegal Market 

In this part, we will focus on illegal trade by making a detailed overview of available estimates for 

Bulgaria and presenting our estimates of lost revenues for the country's budget. The latter also allows 

speculation about the financial flows from illegal trade, which is a recourse that finances criminal 

structures. 

From a methodological point of view, it is important to note two things about the estimates of the lost 

revenues for the budget and for the criminal income from illegal trade: 

 Estimations of lost revenue for the budget are based on the available data on the quantities of 

illegal cigarettes. These estimates actually calculate how much the revenue would have been if 

these cigarettes were consumed legally. Similar calculations are made by different 

stakeholders and similar to our results can be found in the database of individual companies in 

the industry; 
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 Estimation of criminal revenue from illegal trade should not be confused with lost tax revenue 

for the budget. This account no longer assesses hypothetical variants (if illegal cigarettes were 

consumed legally), but evaluates the market regarding the actual consumption of illegal 

cigarettes. For this purpose, data on the quantities of illegal cigarettes and assumptions on the 

prices at which they are placed is used – we apply a low threshold of 50% of the price of legal 

products and a high threshold of 70% of the price of legal products. 

All data in this chapter, incl. the total consumption of cigarettes and the share of illegal trade are from 

the Project Sun report40, and some detailed data from the empty packs survey in Bulgaria are also 

used. This is important because, for example, the data on the consumption of legal cigarettes in the 

country from the Project Sun report differs to a certain extent from data on the released for 

consumption quantities form the National Customs Agency. The concrete estimations of the 

potentially lost revenue for the budget and the total criminal revenues from illegal trade of tobacco 

products are by IME. 

Size of the Illegal Market 

In the first year of EU membership, the empty packs survey in Bulgaria showed a share of illegal 

cigarettes of 11.1%. With consumption of 19.7 billion pieces, this is close to 2.2 billion illegal cigarettes 

in 2007. In this first year of EU membership, the criminal revenues from illegal trade were in the range 

of BGN 140-190 million. The exact number depends on the average price of the illegal cigarettes – as 

mentioned we apply a low threshold of 50% of the price of legal products and a high threshold of 70% 

of the price of legal products. 

In 2008 and 2009, the excise yield and the price of cigarettes increased, leading to an increase in illegal 

trade to 16.4% in 2009. At that time, the total market was in the range of 19.8 billion pieces (similar to 

2007), but illegal cigarettes were already around 3.3 billion pieces (an increase of more than 1 billion 

compared to 2007). This also leads to a doubling of revenues from illegal trade to BGN 260-360 

million. 

The big bang, however, occurred in 2010 when the excise yield jumped by nearly 50% and the legal 

market prices rose by 42%. The effects of this sharp rise are not surprising – the illicit market 

increased sharply from 16.4% to 30.7% of total consumption. Higher prices also leaded to a total drop 

in consumption from 19.8 billion to 15.6 billion pieces, with illegal cigarettes already reaching 4.9 

billion pieces – they practically doubled from 2.3 billion pieces of illegal cigarettes in 2007. The 

criminal revenues in the illegal market reached a record – BGN 450-640 million. 

After 2010, there was a lull in the excise policy and prices were stable. In this period, there has also 

been a rapid decline in illicit trade, down to 20.1% in 2011 and to 15.5% in 2012, to 2.7 and 2.1 billion 

illicit cigarettes in 2011 and 2012, respectively. In consumption, following the sharp fall in 2010, there 

                                                 
40 See KPMG, Project Sun: A Study of the Illicit Cigarettes Market in the European Union, Norway and Switzerland (2017 edition). In 
short, in the text it is used as the "Project Sun Report". 

https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/uk/pdf/2017/07/project-sun-2017-report.pdf
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was another year of decline in the total amount of cigarettes consumed (legal and illegal) to 13.4 

billion pieces in 2011 and the retention of these levels by 2014. Interestingly, the legal market is 

relatively stable between 2010 and 2014 (about 11 billion pieces), while the illegal one shrinks twice 

and therefore total consumption also falls. 

In 2015 and 2016 there is a drop in illegal trade to around 7% of the market, which is the result of 

increased control, especially in 2015. In practice, in 2016, the lowest levels of illegal cigarettes are 

reported – about 1 billion pieces. However, the revenues of the illegal market remained serious – BGN 

120-170 million in 2016. A detailed table is presented below with data from the Project Sun reports.  

Table 7: Total consumption of cigarettes in Bulgaria – detailed breakdown (2007-2016) 

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Legal domestic sales (billion pieces) / (1) 18,06 18,77 16,80 10,91 10,80 11,57 11,50 11,34 13,16 13,83 

Legal outflows (billion pieces) / (2) 0,67 0,49 0,47 0,27 0,29 0,38 0,36 0,41 0,61 0,64 

Legal domestic consumption  
(billion pieces) / (1-2) 

17,39 18,28 16,33 10,64 10,51 11,19 11,14 10,93 12,55 13,19 

Non-domestic legal consumption  
(billion pieces) / (3) 

0,14 0,22 0,23 0,15 0,15 0,15 0,15 0,07 0,06 0,18 

Counterfeit and contraband (C&C) 
consumption (billion pieces) / (4) 

2,19 2,75 3,26 4,78 2,69 2,08 2,51 2,50 1,66 0,98 

Total non-domestic consumption  
(billion pieces) / (3+4) 

2,33 2,97 3,49 4,93 2,84 2,23 2,66 2,57 1,72 1,16 

Total consumption of cigarettes  
(billion pieces) / (1-2+3+4) 

19,72 21,25 19,82 15,57 13,35 13,42 13,80 13,50 14,27 14,35 

C&C as a % of total consumption 11,1% 12,9% 16,4% 30,7% 20,1% 15,5% 18,2% 18,5% 11,6% 6,8% 

Non-domestic as a % of total consumption 11,8% 14,0% 17,6% 31,7% 21,3% 16,6% 19,3% 19,0% 12,1% 8,1% 

Source: KPMG, Project Sun: A Study of the Illicit Cigarettes Market in the European Union, Norway and Switzerland (2017) 

The link between the excise yield on cigarettes and the development of illicit trade is most evident in 

the period up to 2010. The shrinking of illegal trade just after 2010 is also no surprise – the gradual 

normalization of the market in the years following the tax shock is observed in most of the new EU 

member states. The rise in illicit trade in 2013 and 2014, as well as the sharp downturn in 2015 and 

2016, however, are interesting. There are no major changes in excise yield on cigarettes during this 

period, which means that the development of the illegal market has been provoked by other factors. 

For the entire 10-year period (2007-2016), the revenues of the illicit cigarette market in Bulgaria are in 

the range of BGN 2.5-3.5 billion. The latter is an IME assessment based on revenue data from the 

National Customs Agency and data on illegal trade from Project Sun reports. This is a huge resource 

that finances criminal groups and inevitably leads to corruption at all levels of government. The latter 

comes to show that the illegal cigarette market not only negatively affects the legitimate cigarette 

market and leads to loss of budget revenues but also has a negative effect on the work of the 

institutions and the rule of law in the country. 

 

https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/uk/pdf/2017/07/project-sun-2017-report.pdf
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Graph 7: Excise yield and illegal trade in Bulgaria (2007-2016) 

 

Source: Excise Duties: list of the excise duties applicable in the EU, Excise Duties Tables, European Commission (2017); KPMG, Project 
Sun: A Study of the Illicit Cigarettes Market in the European Union, Norway and Switzerland 

 

Table 8: IME estimations on criminal revenues from illegal trade of cigarettes in Bulgaria 

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

C&C as a % of consumption 
(share of illicit market) 

11,1% 12,9% 16,4% 30,7% 20,1% 15,5% 18,2% 18,5% 11,6% 6,8% 

Potential loss of budget revenue  
(BGN million) 

209 315 424 805 517 397 485 485 324 200 

Criminal revenue – if price of illegal 
packs is 50% from the legal price 
(BGN million) 

137 193 248 454 302 229 290 292 196 119 

Criminal revenue – If price of illegal 
packs is 70% from the legal price 
(BGN million) 

191 271 348 635 423 320 406 409 275 166 

Source: IME based on data from National Customs Agency for budget revenues and data on illegal trade form KPMG, Project Sun: A 

Study of the Illicit Cigarettes Market in the European Union, Norway and Switzerland (2017) 

Regional Data on Illegal Trade 

The empty packs survey covers over 20 cities in the country, with the regional picture showing serious 

differences. Visibly, geographical location has an impact, as cities near the EU's external border are 

characterized by higher levels of illegal market. In the first quarter of 2017 the cities with highest share 
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of illegal market are Svilengrad (44%), Kyustendil (26%), Haskovo (21%) and Blagoevgrad (20%). 

Svilengrad is very interesting and volatile market, with share of over 80% of illegal market in 2012-

2013 falling to 60% in 2013-2014 and 30-40% in 2015-2016. While the average share of illegal market 

is around 7% (2017), the share of illegal trade in central and eastern parts of the country is lower.  

Breakdowns of found empty packs indicate that geographical features also determine the type of 

cigarettes that are not intended for the local market. 

 In Svilengrad, which is located near the Turkish border, most of the cigarettes found are so-

called "duty-free" cigarettes, which are legally manufactured in other countries but without 

paid excise duty. 

 In cities in southwestern Bulgaria, such as Kyustendil and Sandanski, a large proportion of non-

domestic cigarettes come from Macedonia – lower cigarette prices in Macedonia allow for 

arbitrage between markets. 

 In northwest Bulgaria, for example in Vidin, a large proportion of non-domestic cigarettes 

come from Serbia, while others are labelled “duty-free”.  

All these cities, which are geographically close to non-EU countries, register at least double the 

country-wide levels of use of non-domestic cigarettes. The regional review presented here will be the 

focus of a follow-up report, based on the field research, which will be done at the beginning of 2018.  

Fine-cut smoking tobacco 

In 2016, the first survey of the illegal market for cut tobacco was carried out in Bulgaria. The rising 

consumption of rolling tobacco, especially after the cigarettes tax shock in 2010, makes the study on 

this market as important as it is for cigarettes. The survey was conducted in 15 countries across 

Europe by Crime&Tech Srl, a satellite company of Universita Cattolica, and it is based on a 

methodology by the Research Center on Transnational Crime Transcrime. 

An important element in this market is that Bulgaria is the largest producer of raw tobacco in the 

region, which also implies certain risks for the consumption of illegal (without paid excise duty) rolling 

cigarettes. The study divides the fine-cut tobacco into two groups - branded fine-cut tobacco and bulk 

tobacco (bulk unbranded/unlabelled tobacco). Bulk tobacco is distributed beyond the legal selling 

locations, packaged in unbranded bags without tags or information. 

Data shows a huge share of illicit trade in rolling tobacco – the share of illegal cut tobacco is 74.6% or 

¾ of rolling tobacco is without paid excise duty. With consumption levels of 220 tonnes in 2015, illicit 

trade amounts for 646 tonnes. Legal trade is wholly dominated by branded fine-cut tobacco, while 

illegal trade is dominated by so-called bulk tobacco, with 86.2% of the latter being of local origin. 

The 646 tonnes of bulk tobacco equal 861 million equivalents of a classic cigarette (0.75 grams per 

cigarette). At a low consumer rate (0.4 grams per cigarette), this can be as high as 1.6 billion thin 
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cigarettes. This data is not to be neglected against the background of a legal market of classic 

cigarettes of 13-14 billion pieces. Potential budget losses for illicit cut tobacco are estimated at around 

BGN 125 million in 2015. However, revenues from illegal trade in bulk tobacco are much lower due to 

the very low price of illegal bulk tobacco on the market – BGN 1.7 for 50 grams compared to BGN 12.5 

per 50 grams of branded fine-cut tobacco on the legal market. The total estimate of criminal revenues 

from illegal trade in cut tobacco in 2015 is about BGN 22 million.  

B5. Focus on Illegal Trade 

Transcrime data and reports are extremely useful for deeper insights into the international aspects of 

illicit trade. The report "European Outlook on the Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products"41 (2015) provides 

a detailed overview of the processes in the individual countries for the period 2010-2013, and there is 

also a wide range of data, some of which covers the wider period 2006-2013. 

The report is based on caught illicit cigarette smuggling, considering which country they are going 

through and which country they are intended for – of course, if such information is available. A variety 

of details are reviewed, including the news in each country related to such cases. Such details are, for 

example, where the cigarettes are caught, what vehicle was used, how many people were captured, 

and so on. 

In this report, Bulgaria is first shown as an ending point, next as a starting point and last as a transit 

point. Many of the smuggled cigarettes that are destined for Bulgaria come from non-EU countries – 

nearly 90% based on the review of all the quantities caught by the National Customs Agency (2010-

2013). These are illegal cigarettes from Macedonia, Serbia, Ukraine, Russia, Turkey, UAE, China and 

Egypt. Within the EU, illegal cigarettes come into Bulgaria, mainly from Greece. 

Illegal cigarettes of Bulgarian origin, caught in the same period, were destined for Greece, Romania, 

Belgium, France, the Netherlands, Spain and the United Kingdom. Most of these countries have 

significantly higher cigarette prices, which also explain the benefits of locally produced cigarettes 

being sold in these markets. As a transit country, Bulgaria is found to be on the road from Greece and 

Turkey to Germany and Romania. 

Between 2010 and 2013, 96 actions of the control institutions were surveyed on the territory of 

Bulgaria in cases with smuggled cigarettes, which involved about 200 people. Most of them were 

Bulgarian citizens aged 31 to 40. Preferred means of transport are trucks and buses/cars. In most 

cases, smugglers were alone at the time of seizure, and although there is evidence of many individual 

cases (briefcases with cigarettes across borders), we should not overlook the existence of organized 

groups that are also responsible for larger quantities. The Transcrime report states that there is 

evidence that corruption and organized crime are linked to smuggling of cigarettes. 

                                                 
41 See Transcrime, European Outlook on the Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products (2015) 

http://www.transcrime.it/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/European-Outlook-on-the-ITTP.compressed.pdf
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More details about illegal trade can also be seen in the breakdowns of brands from the empty packs 

survey over the years – summarized in Sun Project report for 2017. Data for 2016 shows that 31%  of 

illegal cigarettes so-called illicit whites, that is, cigarettes that are generally not produced for the local 

market and do not have analogues to it. The large decline in illicit trade in 2015 and 2016 is due 

entirely to the declining "illicit whites" (from 1.28 billion pieces in 2014 to 0.36 billion pieces in 2016) 

and “duty-free” labeled cigarettes (from 0.90 billion pieces in 2014 to 0.34 billion pieces in 2016). 

The breakdown of illicit whites shows a very dynamic market, that is, new brands of illegal cigarettes 

that have no analogue in the local market are emerging very quickly and replacing the old illicit whites. 

In 2017, the largest share of the illicit cigarette market had the Premium brand (15.1% share), which 

has no analogue to the legal market and was not represented on the illicit market until two years ago. 

Similar is the situation with other popular cigarettes on the illegal market – Business Royals (12.7% 

share), which also have no analogue in the local market. Other brands – Don and Diva, who dominated 

the illegal market (a share of 25% in 2013 and 2014) are gone, that is, they disappeared from the 

illegal market. 

In recent years there has been a strong talk about the serious presence of Bulgarian cigarette brands 

on the Turkish market. Although this cannot be seen in the empty packs survey in Bulgaria, it is 

important because these products can be manufactured within the country and their illegal sale in 

Turkey brings revenues to individuals and groups involved in illegal trade in Bulgaria. 

Estimates in Turkey show a share of about 13% of illegal trade in the southern neighbor, which means 

15-16 billion illegal pieces of cigarettes. It is this vast scale of the illegal market in Turkey, which is 

significantly larger than the legal market in Bulgaria, making the case important. Assuming that 

Bulgarian brands occupy a significant share of this illegal market, this can be a source of very serious 

funds. The price of cigarettes in Turkey is even higher than in Bulgaria, which brings more criminal 

revenues from the sale of illegal cigarettes. 

In a report42 from 2017 the Turkish authorities are specifically mentioning that tobacco products of 

Bulgarian origin are present on the Turkish illegal market and a report on the matter is send to 

Interpol. Mentioning this specific fact in the report shows that the share of illegal cigarettes of 

Bulgarian origin on the Turkish market is substantial. Having in mind the size of the illegal market in 

Turkey – 10 times bigger in quantities than the one in Bulgaria (data for 2016), a serious share of this 

market means enormous financial resource for criminal groups in Bulgaria.    

 

  
                                                 
42 See Turkish National Police, “Anti-Smuggling and Organized Crime 2016 Report” (October 2017) 

http://www.kom.pol.tr/Documents/Raporlar/2016eng.pdf
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Conclusions 

The review of excise policy on tobacco products in Bulgaria in the last 10 years leads to several very 

clear conclusions. First of all, the theoretical statement that short-sighted excise policy can have very 

serious negative consequences and undermine both the health and the tax revenue objective is 

confirmed. Excessive and particularly sharp increases in excise duty invariably lead to growth in the 

illegal market, which cannot be managed only by control mechanisms. In 2010, the tobacco market in 

the country was literally flooded by illegal cigarettes, which reached 1/3 of the market and generated 

huge revenues for organized crime. 

For the entire 10-year period (2007-2016), the illegal cigarette trade in Bulgaria has generated criminal 

revenues in the range of BGN 2.5 billion to BGN 3.5 billion. The big boom is in 2010, when criminal 

revenues are between BGN 450 and 640 million, but they are also not negligible at the moment – 

between BGN 120 and 170 million for 2016. This is a resource that is largely infiltrated into organized 

crime and creates opportunities for high-level corruption. 

Numerous data suggests that a lot of the illegal trade has a source within the country – this is shown 

by the breakdown by brand of illegal packs found, by the effects stronger control in the factories in 

2015 and by the transfusion between the illegal and legal cigarette market over the last few years. This 

means that the fight against illegal trade should not be directed solely to border protection, but also 

to more effective control over cigarette production in the country. 

Despite the fall in illicit cigarette trade in recent years to around 7% of the total market in 2016, the 

negative effects remain serious. For 2016, this share was equivalent to nearly 1 billion illegal cigarettes 

that harmed the country's budget by BGN 200 million. This would be the revenue for the budget from 

excise duties and VAT if these cigarettes were legally consumed. At the peak of illicit trade – In 2010, 

the potentially missed revenue for the budget exceeded BGN 800 million. 

The large illegal market for smoking tobacco or the so-called rolling tobacco should not be missed. The 

illicit trade in rolling tobacco reaches over 75% of the total market, which equates to about 646 tons 

of bulk tobacco – cut tobacco that is sold by weight, packaged in bags without label and out of  the 

legitimate sales channels. The 646 tons of bulk tobacco in question are equivalent to 861 million 

equivalents of a classic cigarette (0.75 grams per cigarette). As much as 86% of the illegal bulk tobacco 

on the market is of local origin, meaning that it is produced in Bulgaria. 

The case with the distribution of Bulgarian brands on other markets, especially in Turkey, should not 

be ignored, even though there is no direct relation to the legal market in Bulgaria. Revenues from this 

illegal trade are serious and potentially can have a serious impact on organized crime and corruption 

in Bulgaria. Although the trade of these products takes place in the territory of another state, it is 

possible to work towards increased control over their production within the country and subsequent 

distribution. 
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The review of the development and effects of excise policy in Bulgaria also provides some lessons for 

pan-European policies. Harmonization should take into account differences in socio-economic factors, 

especially income disparities. The enormous growth in illegal trade in Bulgaria and other Eastern 

European countries in the early years of EU membership could have been avoided by more careful 

target setting and better (predictable and gradual) catching-up policy.  

By 2018, EU member states have reached the new minimum levels (including Bulgaria) of EUR 90 per 

1000 cigarettes, with which the EU has established itself as the economic bloc with the heaviest tax on 

the most common tobacco products. In the medium term, we recommend maintaining these levels of 

taxation and focusing on the fight against illicit trade. Bulgaria has an interest in preserving some tax 

sovereignty with regard to the taxation of tobacco products and to defend the position that any future 

changes at EU level should comply with the different purchasing power in the member states. 
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Annexes 

 

Annex 1: Data on excise duties on cigarettes in Bulgaria from the Excise Duty Tables, European Commission (2004-2017) 

 
Specific excise (per 1000 cigarettes) 

Ad 
valorem  

excise in % 
VAT in % 

Ad 
valorem  
excise + 

VAT 

Total tax 
(incl VAT) 

Current MPPC 
per 1000  
cigarettes 

WAP 
per 1000  
cigarettes 

Excise yield* 

Minimum 
excise duty 
Article 8 (6) 

Directive 
2011/64/EU 

Overall 
minimum excise 

duty* 
Specific +ad val 

(excl. VAT) 

BG  
(July) 

NatCurr EUR 
as % of 

WAP 

As % of  
total tax  

(specific + ad 
val +VAT) 

(% of 
TIRSP) 

(% of 
TIRSP) 

(% of 
TIRSP) 

(% of 
WAP) 

NatCurr EUR NatCurr EUR 
EUR per 1000 
cigarettes of 

the WAP 

EUR per 1000 
cigarettes 

as % of WAP 

2004 4.00 2.05 5.00 7.67 43.50 16.67 60.17 65.17 80 41.07 N/A N/A 19.92 N/A 48.50 

2005 12.50 6.39 15.93 24.73 31.80 16.67 48.47 64.39 78 40.13 N/A N/A 19.15 N/A 47.73 

2006 15.00 7.67 12.34 16.02 48.00 16.67 64.67 77.01 122 62.15 N/A N/A 37.50 N/A 60.34 

2007 6.50 3.32 5.65 7.41 54.00 16.67 70.67 76.32 115 58.80 N/A N/A 35.08 N/A 59.65 

2008 37.00 18.92 29.89 36.65 35.00 16.67 51.67 81.56 124 63.29 N/A N/A 41.07 N/A 64.89 

2009 41.00 20.96 28.32 33.13 40.50 16.67 57.17 85.49 145 74.01 N/A N/A 50.94 N/A 68.82 

2010 101.00 51.64 49.03 55.28 23.00 16.67 39.67 88.70 206 105.33 N/A N/A 75.87 75.67 72.03 

2011 101.00 51.64 45.91 53.64 23.00 16.67 39.67 85.58 215 109.93 220.00 112.49 77.51 75.67 68.91 

2012 101.00 51.64 46.98 54.22 23.00 16.67 39.67 86.65 215 109.93 215.00 109.93 76.93 75.67 69.98 

2013 101.00 51.64 43.82 52.49 23.00 16.67 39.67 83.48 215 109.93 230.50 117.85 78.75 75.67 66.82 

2014 101.00 51.64 43.44 52.27 23.00 16.67 39.67 83.11 220 112.49 232.50 118.88 78.98 75.67 66.44 

2015 101.00 51.64 42.79 51.90 23.00 16.67 39.67 82.46 220 112.49 236.00 120.67 79.39 75.67 65.79 

2016 70.00 35.79 29.53 35.07 38.00 16.67 54.67 84.20 220 112.49 237.00 121.18 81.83 82.32 67.53 

2017 101.00 51.64 41.06 48.46 27.00 16.67 43.67 84.72 235 120.16 246.00 125.78 85.60 85.90 68.06 

Source: Excise Duties: list of the excise duties applicable in the EU, Excise Duties Tables, European Commission  

  

https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/business/excise-duties-alcohol-tobacco-energy/excise-duties-tobacco/excise-duties-cigarettes_en
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Annex 2: Releases for consumption and excise revenues from cigarettes in Bulgaria (2007-2016)  

Period 
 

January February March April May June July August September October November December Total 

2007 ** 

Amount  
(1 000 pieces) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 19,637,031 

Excise (BGN) - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,344,994,587 

2008 ** 

Amount  
(1 000 pieces) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 21,884,261 

Excise (BGN) - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,711,551,555 

2009 ** 

Amount  
(1 000 pieces) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 17,554,548 

Excise (BGN) - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,760,668,738 

2010 ** 

Amount  
(1 000 pieces) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 11,735,104 

Excise (BGN) - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,492,125,461 

2011 ** 

Amount  
(1 000 pieces) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 10,875,836 

Excise (BGN) - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,671,251,230 

2012 

Amount  
(1 000 pieces) 

910,525 789,526 755,383 860,873 917,552 1,089,581 1,061,766 1,121,583 1,143,318 1,058,602 989,752 870,906 11,569,367 

Excise (BGN) 140,512,362 121,593,486 116,328,715 132,710,809 141,289,322 167,778,185 163,557,537 172,972,047 176,216,653 162,858,405 152,179,619 133,862,225 1,781,859,366 

2013 

Amount  
(1 000 pieces) 

880,883 782,159 734,129 896,379 912,591 1,021,746 1,030,846 1,141,168 1,157,716 1,047,893 918,061 987,758 11,511,328 

Excise (BGN) 136,102,532 120,482,017 113,034,342 138,370,934 140,622,700 157,701,307 159,319,834 175,726,931 178,792,420 161,905,794 141,699,232 152,991,176 1,776,749,218 

2014 

Amount  
(1 000 pieces) 

1,111,236 596,357 748,241 780,702 994,346 937,370 1,045,296 1,191,479 1,087,475 1,031,537 961,099 858,107 11,343,246 

Excise (BGN) 172,953,342 91,985,109 115,602,313 120,824,750 154,228,483 145,482,298 162,288,950 184,909,694 169,088,124 160,334,172 149,092,903 133,380,186 1,760,170,323 

2015 

Amount  
(1 000 pieces) 

997,731 853,757 786,115 894,614 956,374 1,069,250 1,266,150 1,393,505 1,349,271 1,205,139 1,140,583 1,248,410 13,160,900 

Excise (BGN) 155,837,801 132,584,874 121,924,601 138,991,580 148,920,977 166,342,306 196,786,589 216,651,222 209,923,706 187,323,971 177,274,020 193,823,801 2,046,385,447 

2016 

Amount  
(1 000 pieces) 

2,207,269 274,602 641,796 979,346 1,223,401 1,966,156 887,131 971,781 1,192,716 1,086,815 1,111,339 1,291,913 13,834,265 

Excise (BGN) 344,430,696 44,860,680 105,606,870 161,049,986 202,103,905 321,781,755 147,153,374 161,184,728 197,148,348 179,443,398 183,097,749 213,117,162 2,260,978,650 

Source: National Custom Agency 

**For the period 2007-2011 data is on yearly basis due to methodological issues with data collection prior to 2011.  
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Annex 3: Releases for consumption and excise revenues from smoking tobacco (2007-2016)  

Период 
 

January February March April May June July August September October November December Total 

2007 ** 
Amount (kg) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Excise (BGN) - - - - - - - - - - - - 95,650 

2008 ** 
Amount (kg) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Excise (BGN) - - - - - - - - - - - - 312,370 

2009 ** 
Amount (kg) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Excise (BGN) - - - - - - - - - - - - 3,339,899 

2010 ** 
Amount (kg) - - - - - - - - - - - - 269,003 

Excise (BGN) - - - - - - - - - - - - 26,900,342 

2011 ** 
Amount (kg) - - - - - - - - - - - - 178,544 

Excise (BGN) - - - - - - - - - - - - 20,844,011 

2012 
Amount (kg) 56,514 94 107 2,238 2,151 2,470 9,838 13,874 14,932 11,956 10,185 10,319 134,678 

Excise (BGN) 7,346,794 14,349 16,188 340,140 327,013 375,379 1,495,370 2,108,912 2,269,666 1,817,312 1,548,135 1,568,511 19,227,768 

2013 
Amount (kg) 7,763 13,513 10,444 12,338 8,931 13,835 15,579 14,220 14,881 14,726 15,162 22,420 163,811 

Excise (BGN) 1,179,920 2,053,954 1,587,555 1,875,409 1,357,474 2,102,937 2,367,945 2,161,456 2,261,866 2,238,308 2,304,685 3,407,782 24,899,290 

2014 
Amount (kg) 17,796 6,291 8,313 8,963 13,726 14,732 17,114 16,950 18,057 13,857 14,385 14,027 164,210 

Excise (BGN) 2,704,962 956,217 1,263,550 1,362,325 2,086,413 2,239,198 2,601,281 2,576,404 2,744,687 2,106,248 2,186,459 2,132,112 24,959,855 

2015 
Amount (kg) 15,392 14,705 15,607 15,577 17,644 18,209 19,649 22,514 22,155 21,269 18,502 19,149 220,373 

Excise (BGN) 2,339,566 2,235,133 2,372,294 2,367,764 2,681,880 2,767,726 2,986,653 3,422,196 3,367,613 3,232,817 2,812,375 2,910,656 33,496,674 

2016 
Amount (kg) 24,993 9,787 19,672 22,896 23,564 31,609 19,995 17,430 25,132 24,144 25,295 22,745 267,261 

Excise (BGN) 3,798,987 1,487,570 2,990,095 3,480,121 3,581,751 4,804,563 3,039,300 2,649,397 3,820,034 3,669,854 3,844,807 3,457,206 40,623,686 

Source: National Customs Agency 

** For the period 2007-2011 data is on yearly basis, as monthly data is not available.   
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Annex 4: Released for consumption cigarettes in Bulgaria per price categories (2009**-2016)  

       
(1 000 pieces) 

Retail price per pack 
(BGN) 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

10.60 – 11.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 

10.00 – 10.50 * * * * * * * * 

9.10 – 9.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 

8.10 – 9.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 

7.60 – 8.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7.10 – 7.50 0 * * * * * * * 

6.10 – 7.00 0 * * * * * * * 

5.60 – 6.00 * 162,508 201,028 * * 362,222 503,378 794,563 

5.10 – 5.50 * 845,474 818,305 1,034,382 1,689,113 1,828,283 1,983,225 1,581,830 

4.60 – 5.00 * 3,361,578 3,993,045 4,035,559 3,341,255 3,512,987 4,266,659 9,186,700 

4.10 – 4.50 137,701 3,646,019 4,970,167 5,263,443 5,186,539 4,857,445 5,588,868 1,316,177 

3.60 – 4.00 1,267,313 698,912 * * * * * * 

3.10 – 3.50 7,506,688 1,372,662 * * 0 * * * 

2.60 – 3.00 5,755,895 1,233,291 * * * * * * 

2.10 – 2.50 2,079,622 360,304 694,120 801,872 793,489 765,136 758,769 461,613 

< 2.00 135,121 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Source: National Customs Agency 

* Protected data in compliance to the Law on Statistics. 

** Such data is available after 2009. 
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Annex 5: Revenues from excise duties on cigarettes per price categories (2009**-2016)  

        
(BGN) 

Retail price per pack (BGN) 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

10.60 – 11.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 

10.00 – 10.50 * * * * * * * * 

9.10 – 9.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 

8.10 – 9.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 

7.60 – 8.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7.10 – 7.50 0 * * * * * * * 

6.10 – 7.00 0 * * * * * * * 

5.60 – 6.00 * 27,636,772 34,193,242 * * 61,583,867 85,395,181 139,658,144 

5.10 – 5.50 * 136,001,963 132,681,783 167,767,194 272,169,884 295,147,853 321,818,162 266,940,196 

4.60 – 5.00 * 522,005,249 620,056,360 627,524,267 517,927,038 545,813,351 662,942,836 1,483,313,456 

4.10 – 4.50 17,732,884 547,384,779 749,029,713 793,778,258 783,043,614 736,072,147 848,764,921 203,871,147 

3.60 – 4.00 150,263,285 85,739,009 * * * * * * 

3.10 – 3.50 812,819,368 150,527,585 * * 0 * * * 

2.60 – 3.00 551,636,063 125,094,116 * * * * * * 

2.10 – 2.50 165,920,366 54,922,978 106,282,309 123,045,397 122,030,434 118,719,925 118,190,887 74,590,410 

< 2.00 13,017,598 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Source: National Customs Agency 

* Protected data in compliance to the Law on Statistics. 

** Such data is available after 2009. 

 

 


